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ABSTRACT

Although the high strength-to-weight ratio makes fibre-reinforced composite

materials extremely atÍactive to the structural engineer, there is a lack of research,

and consequently, a lack of criteria needed to design structures, especially

connections, using these materials. The design of botted connections for orthotropic

fibre-¡eìnforced composite materials requires much more attention in comparison

to the connections used for standard isotropic homogenous structural steels. In light

of this, an experimental investigation was conducted at the university of Manitoba

to study the behaviour of connections fabricated from a glass-fibre-reinforced

composite materíal. A total of 102 single-bolt double-shear lap connections was

tested. The effects of the various geometric parameters including, the connection

width, edge distance, material thickness, and fibre orientation we¡e studied. Based

on the research findings a design procedure is introduced which accounts fo¡

material o¡thotropy, pseudo-fielding capability, and othe¡ factors that influence the

connection behaviou¡. The experimental results were used to correlate and ¡efine

a proposed analytical model int¡oduced to describe the behaviour of single-bolted

connections in composite materials. The proposed design procedure is capable of

predicting the ultimate Ioad and failure modes of a connection with any geometry.

Because of the generic nature of the model, the design guidelines can be applied to

a multitude of composite material systems. Due to the model's simplicity, the

proposed design procedure is ideal for future design codes.
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CIIAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

The high strength-to-weight ratio of fibre-reinforced composites makes them

extremely attractive as a building mate¡ial for civil engineering applications. The

structural integrity and strength of a building using advanced composite materials

is mainly controlled by the strength of the connections rather than the strength of

the membe¡s. several types of connections are currently used for structures. These

include bolted, bonded, combined bolted-bonded, and interlocking connections. For

civil engineering applications bolted connections are easy to assemble and

disassemble, easy to maintain, and are usually cost-effective when compared to othe¡

types of connections. Therefo¡e, bolted connections are the most practical for civil

structural applications.

The main problem with achieving the full potential of fibre-reinforced

composite materials in civil engineering applications, is the lack of the designer's

familiarity with the mate¡ial. Although much research has been conducted on the

behaviour of this matedal for the aeronautical and automotive industries, there has

been very little research conducted for the civil engineering field, especially in the

area of bolted connections.

Research done by the aeronautical and automotive industries has mostly dealt

with thin composite laminates where the ratio of the hole diameter to the thickness
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of the member is high enough to induce very little deformation of the bolt through

the thickness of the material. However, connections fo¡ civil structures involve

relatively thick members due to the nature of the applied load. The¡efore the

through-thickness effects could be significant. In addition, connections for civil

structures are required to carry unusually high loads for Iong periods of time, in

often fluctuating and extreme environmental conditions without the benefit of

periodic inspections. slender structural members which are mainly used in building

construction are inherently fabricated via the pultrusion process making their

behaviour different from the multi-angle laminate skins typically used in the

ae¡onautical and automotive fields.

The design of bolted connections with fibre-reinforced composites is much

more complex than with standard structural materials such as steel. Bolted

connections not only sever the reinforcing fibres and thus reduce the overall strength

of the composite, but also introduce high stress concenhations which promote

fracture. Material orthotropy and heterogeneity further complicate the situation, as

well as the fact that the behaviour of fibre-reinforced composites lies somewhere

between that of perfectly elastic behaviour and fully plastic behaviour and therefore

cannot be characterized by either.
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1.2 oBJECTM

The main objectives of this research program are:

1. to investigate the behaviou¡ of bolted connections in fibre-reinforced composite

materials;

2. to develop a model to predict the ultimate load and mode of failure of single-

bolted connections in fibre-reinforced composite materials; and

3. to introduce a simple design procedure which can be used in a design code.

1.3 SCOPE

A comprehensive experimental and anal¡ical investigation was conducted at the

university of Manitoba to study and determine the behaviour of bolted connections

in composite materials for civil engineering applications. The investigation studied

the behavioral effects of various geometric parameters including the width, edge

distance, material thickness and fibre orientation of the connection. The

investigation emphasized the bebaviour of single-bolt double-shea¡ lap connections

fabricated ftom a glass fibre-reinforced composite material. Based on the research

findings, a design procedure was developed. The proposed design methodology is

capable of predicting the ultimate capacity and failure mode of single-bolt double-

shea¡ connections.



CIIAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIBW

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO COMPOSITES

Fibre-reinforced composite materials consist of high strength fibres embedded

in a mat¡ix. Although each constituent maintains its unique material properties and

characteristics, together they produce a material tbat has properties that cannot be

achieved by either component acting alone. The fibres used for composite materials

may consist of glass, carbon, or aramid materiars, while the matrix may consist of

polymers, metals, or ceramics. The fibres are the principal load-carrying members.

The main functions of the matrix consist of keeping the fibres in the desired location

and orientation, transferring load between the fibres, and protecting the fibres ftom

the environment.

In civil engineering structural applications, wbere the composites a¡e utilized

in the form of plates and structurar shapes, most fibre-reinforced composites consist

of glass fibres su¡rounded in either a polyester or vinylester plastic matrix. Although

other materials could be used to produce higher performance composites, they are

very expensive. Due to the potential for the use of large quantities of composite

materials in civil engineering applications, glass-fibre-reinforced plastic composites

(GFRP) are the most economicar. To date, several companies are producing GFRp

structural sections and many standa¡d shapes and sizes are commercially available.

Fibre-¡einfo¡ced composite mate¡ials are fairly new to the civil structu¡al field.
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Green (1) discusses the use of these materials in the construction industry and how

the high st¡ength-to-weight ratio and corrosion resistance of fibre-reinforced

composites makes them extremely attractive as a building mate¡ial. Sheard (2)

explains that one of the main reasons why the use of these materials has not grown

dramatically is the lack of knowledge of their behaviour. proposals as well as the

transfer of fibre-reinforced composite technology as it pertains to civil structures,

have been made by several authors including Almad and plecnik (3), Meier (4), (5),

and Plecnik, Ballinger, Rao, and Ahmad (6). preliminary research has been

conducted to determine the behaviour of fibre-reinforced composite structural

members by Barbero (7); Meier, Muller, and puck (8); Bank (9), (10) and Mosallam

(11).

Many fibre-reinforced composite materials offer material properties and

strengths comparable to the mild steels typically used for civil applications. The

high strength-to-weight ratio of fibre-reinforced composites makes them extremely

attractive as a building mate¡ial.

since fibre-¡einforced composites are generally orthotropic and heterogenous,

the design of structural components and connections is more complicated in

comparison to the traditional structural steels which are isotropic and homogenous.

Most composite materials utilize continuous unidirectional fibres o¡iented in

a particular direction. The axes of orthotropy or the principal material axes coincide

with the longitudinal and transverse axes of the unidirectional fibres. The material

strengths and elastic properties are higher in the direction of the principal fibres and
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are lower when measured at any angle witb respect to this axis, Mallick (12). In

general the lowest strengths are measured at 90'to the unidirectional fibres. The

principal material directions are normally designated by an orthogonal coordinate

system. The first axis, axis-l, is located in the plane of the composite lamina and

is parallel to the unidirectional fibres, the second axis, axis-2 is also located in the

plane of the lamina and is transverse to the unidirectional fibres, and the third axis,

axis-3, designates the direction of the thickness as shown in Fig. 2.1. For in-plane

analysis the four independent elastic constants are the longitudinal and transverse

elastic moduli E',,E,22, the in-plane shea¡ modulus G,r, and major poisson ratio vrr.

Besides the directional dependence of the material properties, the design of

structures using fibre-reinforced composites is complicated by the fact that the

mate¡ial is heterogenous. Fibre-reinforced composites are elastic up to failure which

is quite different than the behaviour of typícal structural steels which are capable of

large plastic deformations befo¡e failure. However, due to the heterogenous nature

of the fibre-reinforced composite material, the va¡ious failure mechanisms at the

microscopic level, can produce a pseudo-yielding effect. Although this pseudo-

yielding capability of composites is not nearly as great as the lelding for ductile

structural steels, it is enough to warrant special consideration in the design of

composite structures, and in particular, the design of bolted connections in

composite materials.
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2,2 BOLTED CONNECTIONS IN COMPOSITE M.A.TERJALS

In civil structural applications, the mechanical fastener connection is the

easiest to assemble and disassemble, and is usually the most cost effective compared

to bonding and other types of connections. cosenza (13) as well as Godwin and

Matthews (14) discuss various types of fasteners and the problems associated with

each. Although there are several types of mechanical fasteners, the three basic

kinds consist of screws, rivets, and bolts. Screws have 1ow load-carrying capacity and

the¡efore are not practical for structural purposes. Rivets can provide adequate

strength, however the riveting operation can damage the composite material in

addition to the fact that the clamping forces are difficult to control, Godwin and

Matthews (14). Typically bolts have the highest strength and do not cause damage

to the composite material during assembly. with properly sized washe¡s and applied

torques, the clamping forces can be cont¡olled, Bickford (15). Therefore bolts are

considered the most practical fasteners for civil structural applications.

Recently, some initial research has been conducted on structural bolted

connections with respect to civil applications by Bank, Mosallam, and McCoy (16),

who investigated beam-column connections fab¡icated from glass fibre-reinforced

pultruded sections. However, most research on the behaviour of bolted connections

in composite materials has been conducted in the aeronautical and automotive fields

as shown in literature surveys by Tsiang (17) and vinson (1g). There are several

primary aspects of mechanically fastened connections that researchers have

concentrated on. Tbese include the effects of various parameters such as type of
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material, type of fastener, and joint geometry. In addition, complications associated

with the mate¡ial anisotropy, heterogeneity, bolrto-hote interactions, pseudo-yielding

capabilities, stress concenhations, failure modes, and failure criteria have all been

studied to some degree. The complexity of bolted connection behaviou¡ is discussed

by Matthews (19), Bord (20), and Oplinger (21).

For bolted connections one of the major design considerations is the high

stress concentrations in the vicinity of the bolt hole. Drilling holes to fabricate a

connection could considerably weaken the composite membe¡ due to the

discontinuíty of the principal load-carrying fibres. This fact, coupled with the

orthotropy of composite materials, generally leads to stress concentrations aroutrd

the bolt hole higher than what is generally experienced in isotropic structural steels.

Al exact stress solution was developed for an infinitely wide, isotropic, elastic plate

with an unloaded hole, attributed to Kirsh by Timoshenko (22). Lekhnirskii (23)

extended this solution to encompass orthotropic materials. It must be noted

however, that these solutions are fo¡ unloaded holes and the st¡ess distribution for

a plate loaded through a hole is quite different. A solution fo¡ an infinite, elastic,

isotropic plate loaded through a hole was developed by Bickley e\. By the method

of superposition, De Jong (25) developed an approximate solution for an orthotropic

plate with finite dimensions. However, to date there is no exact closed-form

solution available for an orthotropic plate of finite dimensions loaded through a

hole. Therefore the stress distributions are currently determined via numerical

procedures or experimental evaluation.
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2.3 FAILURE MODES

Bolted connections for fibre-reinforced composite members experience similar

failu¡e modes to those ofbolted connections fabricated using structural steels. The

basic failure modes include net tension, shear-out, and bearing as shown in Fig. z.z.

In addition to these basic failure modes, some fibre-reinforced composite mate¡ials

are susceptible to a fou¡th mode known as cleavage or splitting failure, which is also

shown in Fig.2.2. combinations of the basic modes of failure are also possible.

Bearing failure is usually the most desi¡ed failure mode since it is the most

ductile and is not catasrophic. To achieve bearing failure, the geometry of the

connection usually consists of large edge distances and widths. The basic geometric

parameters consist of the connection width "w", the edge distance "e", tbe hole

diamete¡ "d", and the material thickness ,'t" as shown in Fig. 2.2. In general, the

edge distances and widths needed to achieve bearing failure a¡e much larger for

conposite materials than structural steels.

2.4 EXPERJMENTAL RXSEARCH

2.4.1 Single-Bolt Connections

The experimental work conducted by collings (2ó) included both single-bolt

and multi-bolt connections using carbon-fibre-reinforced composite materials

(CFRP). For the single-hole connections, collings investigated different parameters

including the effects of the stacking sequence of multi-angled composites, the hole

diameter, the end distance of the connection, the connection width, the lateral
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constraint of the bolt, and the composite laminate thickness. The results of h.is

investigation showed that with increasing width-to-hole diameter ratios (vd), the

failure mode changed f¡om net tension failure to bearing failure at (vd) values

between 3 and 7 for different laminate ray-ups. For increasing edge distance-to-hore

diameter ratios (e/d), the mode of failure changed from shear-out to bearing failure

at (e/d) values between 3 and 5 for different laminate lay-ups. Bearing strength was

shown to be dependent on several variables including the degree of lateral constraint

and laminate thickness. collings found that increased lateral constraint increased

bearing strength as much as 60-70va up to a lateral pressure of 22 MIpa (3190 psi),

after which littfe further strength could be obtained. At a pressure of 22M'ipa (3190

psi) the effects of hole size became negligible. with lateral constraint greater than

22 MPa (3190 psi) the thickness of the composite members had no effect on the

bearing strength. It was found that the bea ng strength decreased with increasing

diameter-to-thickness ratios (d/t) without the presence of lateral constraint.

K¡etsis and Matthews (27) conducted resea¡ch on GFRp as well as cFRp

composites to examine the effects of the fibre-matrix system on the behaviour of

connections. similar to the work of collings, the investigation included a parametric

study to examine the effects of the connection width, edge distance, hole diameter,

and laminate thickness as well as the effects of lateral pressure on the connection

bearing strength. Test results indicated that lateral constraint inc¡eased the bearing

strength for both GFRP and cFRp composites. The results showed that decreasing

hole-diameter-to-thickness ratios (d/t), increased the bearing strength. However,
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high lateral pressure did not suppress the effects of thickness for GFRp mate¡ial as

it did for GFRP material. This behaviour possibly suggests the presence of some

instability effects in the material at the microscopic level, which is independent of

lateral pressure. This theory was supported by observations of "out of plane"

buckling which had occurred for specimens with (d/t)>3. For civil structural

applications, where the members are usually quite thick, these problems are

irrelevant. The results showed that as the width increased, the mode of failure

changed from net tension failure to bearing failu¡e at approximately (Wd):3. The

bearing strength of the CFRP material was noted to be about l97o higher than for

the GFRP material. similarly, as the edge distance increased the mode of failure

changed from shea¡-out failure to bearing failure at approximately (e/d)=3. ¡¡s1r¡,

and Matthews concluded that the effects of all the variables examined were simila¡

fo¡ botb GFRP and GFRP, although the effect of laminate thickness was more

pronounced for GFRP because its lower stiffness favoured instability effects which

reduced strength. It should be noted that the cFRp specimens were 20va stronger

than the GFRP specimens.

Godwin and Matthews (14) provided a review compiled from numerous

sources of \ryork conducted on mechanically fastened joints. The review entails a

detailed summary of various material, fastener, and design parameters of composite

ioints. In general their findings showed that with increasing bolt torque, the bearing

strength of the connection increased provided that the bolts were not over tightened

and did not crush the matedal- It was found that to achieve bearing failu¡e the
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(e/d) ratio must be within the range of 3 to 5 depending on the laminate lay-up.

The review indicated that the recommended minimum (w/d) ratio by various

tesearchers ranged between 3 to 8. The effect of (d/t) was shown to be negligible

in the presence of lateral constraint. For pin-loaded plates, (d/t) should be less than

1 to achieve full bearing strength. other important design parameters included the

interactions of multi-hole joints which showed that single-hole results could not be

extrapolated to complex connections. It was also found that the direction of load

bearing with respect to the fibres could have a great influence otr the bearing

strength of the material. In general, it can be concluded that generous edge

distances and widths and adequately tightened bolts will provide the maximum

bearing strength possible for composite bolted connections.

Smith, Ashby and Pascoe (28) modelled the effects of clamping fo¡ce induced

by tightened bolts. Accounting for friction forces and lateral constraints it was

found that bearing stresses at the onset of failure increased with increasing clamping

forces, friction forces and washer sizes.

2.4,2 Multi-Bolt Connections

The transition from single-bolt to multi-bolt connections is complicated and

does not consist of simple extrapolation. several researchers have conducted

experimental and analltical work in the area of multi-fastener connections. The

bearing,rblpass load ratio is a major factor in the behaviour of multi-fastener

connections as reported by Ramkumar (29) and Tang (30). The bearing,bypass load
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ratio is the ratio of the load resisted by a particular bolt in a connection to the load

resisted by other bolts behind it. Ramkuma¡'s work showed that for both static and

cyclic load conditions there was a ìinear reduction in connection strength with

increasing bearing/bypass load ratios.

collings (26) conducted work on single and multi-bolt composite connections.

several multi-bolt configurations were tested to study the inte¡action between holes

and their effects on the tensile strength of the connection. collilgs concluded that

there was no interaction among the bort holes for large pitch and gauge spacings

and that the behaviour of multi-fastener connections could be determined fiom

single-hole data.

Agarwal (31) also conducted work on multi-fastener connections, examining

the effect of the number of bolts in a row (perpendicurar to the applied road), the

number of bolts in tandem (parallel to the applied load), the interaction of stress

fields or Ioad distribution, and the effects of bolt pattern. The specimens were

fabricated from graphite-epory composite. He concluded that by increasing the

number of bolts in tandem, the net tension strength could be slightly increased.

However, the effect of the number of bolts per row was the opposite, since the net

tensile strength was reduced up to r5vo with an increased number of bolts per row.

The study was based on an analytical anarysis used to predict the connection

strength. using a finite element method for single-bort connections, the most

critical row of bolts, and hence failure strength, was predicted. strain gauge

measurements showed also that fo¡ connections with two rows of bolts. the load was
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shared equally by the two rows. However, for connections of th¡ee rows or more,

the first row resisted the smallest amount of load. Based on the experimental

results, the analytical method seemed to predict the failure loads for connections

with two bolts per row quite well, however it became increasingly nonconservative

for connections with three or more bolts per row o¡ for staggered patterns. This

suggested that for complex bolt configurations, the interaction between bolt-holes

was significant and could not be neglected in the analysis. These findings somewhat

contradicted the results reported by Collings (26).

Results by þer and Matthews (32) arso confi¡med Agarwal's findings which

indicate that multi-holed connections are complicated and that an analysis based on

the behaviour of single-hole connections could be inaccurate.

2.4.3 Environmental Effects

Environmental effects on fibre-reinforced composite connections we¡e studied

by Kim and whitney (33). Kim and whitney conducted environmenral tests at

127"c (260'F) and l.5vo water content to determine their effects on the bearìng

strength of composite bolted connections by comparing them to tests at room

temperature and dry conditions. The test specimens were made from graphite-epoxy

composite mate¡ial. They found that the presence oÍ 7.5vo water content reduced

the bearing strength by l\va while a temperature or 127'c (260.F) reduced the

bearing strength by 30va. They found that the temperature seemed to be the most

critical factor affecting connection strength. combined moisture-temperature effects
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could not be determined.

Bailie, Duggan, Bradshaw, and McKenzie (34) also conducted high

temperature tests at 450'K (350'F) on various graphite-epoxy composites. They

found that the strength of the connection could be ¡educed substantially if the

temperature approached the glass transition temperature of the material.

Ramkumar (29) conducted tests to determine the effect of moisture

degradation. compared to the dry condition, he found that at a water content of

1.27a, the strength reduction was minimal for connections loaded in tension, but was

as high as l27o fot connections loaded in compression.

Crews (35) conducted bearing tests in ai¡ and submerged in wate¡ to

determine the effects of moisture. using different clamping torques, it was found

that lateral pressure could increase the static strength by 7007o in comparison to the

pin bearing case. Moisture seemed to have no effect on the static strength.

However moisture could reduce the fatigue strength by 40Vo.

carbon epory laminates are at the extreme cathodic end of the galvanic series

causing corrosion problems for all less noble metals that come in contact w.ith them.

Tanis and Poullos (36) conducted corrosion tests on various fastener materials to

determine which material rxas most compatible with graphite-epory composites.

They found that aluminum and steel based alloys were the least compatible while

nickel and titanium based alloys were the most compatible. Glass fibre composites

do not induce corrosion in steel bolts, and the¡efore conosion is not of great

concern for this material.
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2.4.4 Design Considerations

Due to the many design considerations that must be taken into account, the

analysis and design ofbolted connections in fibre-reinforced composite materials can

be overwhelming. This is especially so for design from a purery theoreticar

standpoint. Despite the complexity of bolted connection behaviour, simply design

procedures are needed to allow for practical use of these materials.

Simple equations based on static equilibrium and idealized stress distributions

were given by chamis (37) for preliminary design of bolted connections. Due to the

oversimplification of his method, these equations should only be used for initial

"sizing" of a connection and should be verified by appropriate experimental or

analytical analysis.

Johnson and Matthews (38) conducted experimental tests to determine the

Ìoad Ìimit of bolted connections. The definition of failure is arbitrary and can be

defined as the maximum load capacity of a connection or some predetermined

elongation of the hole. From thei¡ results, Johnson and Matthews determined that

a factor of safety of 2 should be used for bolted connections in composite materials.

Ha¡t-smith (39), (40) introduced a simpry anarysis theory based on the stress

concentrations at loaded bolt holes to predict the behaviou¡ of bolted connections.

He discussed both single-fastener and multi-fastener connections and the relevant

theory and design factors for both. The analysis is semi-empirical and is based on

the elastic stress concentration factors at a loaded hole. These elastic st¡ess

concent¡ation factors were expressed in terms of connection geometry. Tbis
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fo¡expression was derived from experimental tests and theoretical deductions

isotropic materials. The analysis proposed that the stress concentrations that occur

in orthotropic fib¡e-¡einforced composite mate¡ials could be ¡elated to the elastic

stress concentrations through a correlation facto¡ which could be determined f¡om

experimental tests. By testing a limited number of specimens for a given composite

material, the analysis could be generalized for all connection geometries. obviously

such a analysis procedure is extremely useful and is the basis for the design

procedure presented in Chapter 5.

2.5 ANALYTICAL RESEARCH

In most of the analytical research, finite element methods are usually used to

determine the stress and strain distributions in bolted connections in fibre-reinfo¡ced

composite materials. A multitude of finite element computer programs are currently

available. Some a¡e very general in nature and others are highly specialized,

utilizing special elements and procedures to analyze specific aspects of bolted

connection behaviou¡ such as bolt-to-hole contact stresses. Although the actual

finite element methods used may differ, a basic anaþical procedure is common to

most resea¡ch. This procedure starts with the use of a finite element method to

model a bolted connection and determine the stresses and strains. For laminated

materials, which use multi-angle lay-ups, classical lamination theory is usually used

to determine the stresses and strains in each individual lamina. once the stresses

or strains have been determined for the laminate or the individual lamina. the
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stresses or strains are typically compared to a failure criterion, such as the maximum

st¡ess criterion or marimum strain criterion, to determine if the material has failed

at some point in the connection. To account for stress redistributions, a failure

hypothesis, such as that derived by Nuismer and Whirney (4L), (42), may be used to

determine which stresses should be compared to the failure criterion to determine

if ultimate failure of the connection has occurred. In the case of composites

consisting of several lamina, the connection is generally considered to have failed

when the first lamina has failed. This is known as first-ply-failure. In other

situations the stiffness of the failed ply may be reduced and the entire finite element

procedure repeated until all plies have failed before the entire connection is

considered to have failed.

2.5.1 Failure Hypothesis

Placing holes in fibre-reinforced composites considerably weakens the member

due to the high stress concentrations and brittle nature of the material. However

since fibre-reinforced composites have some capability of ¡edistributing stresses, the

stress concentration factors developed by elastic theory are usually too conservative.

several hypothesises have been developed to describe the inelastic behaviour of

composites with holes.

waddoups, Eisenmann, and Kaminski (43) applied classicar fracture mechanics

to predict the behaviou¡ of a notched laminated composite mate¡ial. Although

fibre-reinforced composites are generally statically brittle, several mechanisms exist
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that prohibit the cracks from propagatíng and allow the redistribution of stresses.

waddoups, Eisenmann, and Kaminski proposed the existence of intense energy

regions on either side of the hole perpendicular to the loading direction. Modelling

these regions as through cracks, they developed a procedure based on linear elastic

fracture mechanics for predicting the strength of a notched composite material.

Whitney and Nuismer (41), (42) developed rwo stress hypotheses that avoided

the use of f¡acture mechanics to predict the behaviour of notched composites.

These theories are the "point-stress" criterion and the "average-stress" criterion.

Nuismer and whitney noted that the stress concentrations due to the presence of

a hole were actually dependent on the size of the hole. compared to an unnotched

member, they found that members with small holes did not experience as great a

strength reduction as members with large holes. Although they had presented the

stress hypotheses to account for this hole size effect, the stress hypothesis can also

be interpreted as accounting for the pseudo-yielding capability of fibre-reinforced

composite materials.

According to the point stress criterion, it is assumed that failure occurs when

the stress at some distance "do" away ftom the hole reaches o¡ exceeds the strength

of the unnotched material, F,u, as shown in Fig. 2.3. This distance d. is called the

characteristic distance and is determined through experimental tests. Nuismer and

whitney presented this dimension as a material property which "represents the

distance over which the material must be critically st¡essed in order to find a

sufficient flaw size to initiate failure" (41).



According to the average stress criterion, fairure of the laminate o""ur, *n"I
the average stress over a characteristic distance "ao" reaches o¡ exceeds the

unnotched material strength as shown in Fig. 2.4. similar to d", the distance a. is

assumed to be a material property and is determined through experimenlal tests.

The value a. is basically considered to be the distance ove¡ which the mate¡ial is

capable of redistributing stresses before catastrophic failure will occur.

To determine the ultimate failu¡e of a connection, the stresses located either

at the critical distance d., or the average st¡esses over the distance ao are compared

to a material failure criterion to determine if the strength of the material has

actually been exceeded.

To characterize the "hole size" effect, pipes, wetherhord, and Gilrespie (44)

proposed a model that gave the notched strength of a composite material as a

function of the size of the hole. Two parameters consisting of a notch-sensitívity

parameteÍ and an exponential parameter we¡e used to ¡elate the notched stfength

of the material to the hole radius. These parameters were determined

experimentally and were considered material properties.

2.5,2 trdatenal Failure Criteria

In the design of a connection or structural component the stresses or st¡ains

are compared to the allowable sÍess or strain capacity of a material to determine

the failure. For isotropic structural steels, the tensile yield strength is generally used

for design purposes. However, for orthotropic unidi¡ectionar composites, there are
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five independent in-plane strengths that characterise the material:

F.r = Longitudinal tensile strength

Frzz : Transverse tensile strength

Fcrr : Longitudinal compressive strength

F"zz = Transverse compressive strength

F,rz = In-plane shear strength

corresponding to each of the five material strengths there a¡e also five maximum

strains that can be used to predict the failure of a composite material.

For isotropic structu¡al steels, the Tresca maximum shea¡ stress crite¡ion or

the Von Mises distortional energy yielding criterion are used to determine the

yielding surface for a given multi-axial stress state. since fibre-reinforced composites

are orthotropic and do not exhibit extensive yielding, these failure criteria are not

applicable and therefore several new failure criteria have been developed. Some of

the more notable failure criteria include the Maximum stress, Maximum sTrain, Azzi-

Tsai-Hill, Tsai-wu, and Yamada failure tbeories. Mallick (12) points out that rhe

Maximum stress and Maxìmum strain theo¡ies are the simplest to use. These

theories basically state that failure will occur when any stress or strain in the

principal material directions exceeds the allowable strength or strain capacity of the

material. Hill (45) had extended rhe von Mises criterion to predict the yielding of

orthotropic metals. Azzi and rsai (46) incorporated Hill's theory to predict the

fracture failure of orthotropic composite materials. Tsai and wu (af proposed a

quadratic tensor poþomial failure criterion which accounted for the interaction
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between the various strengths of a composite material. The quadratic polynomial

expression was based on the tensor of material strengths allowing strength

interaction terms to be included in the criterion. yamada (48) proposed a criterion

based on the assumption that, at final failure, all of the lamina in a composite

laminate had failed by cracking along the fibres. As a result all transverse strength

was considered ineffective and only the longitudinal and shea¡ strengths were

required.

2.5.3 Finite Element Methods

Many finite element computer programs have been developed by researchers

to analyze the behaviour of botted connections in composite materials. Although

most finite element programs are based on anisotropic elastic theory, they do vary

widely in terms of applications and investigations of particular connection

configurations as noted by Snyder, Burns, and Venkayya (49), Garbo (50), and

Pataro (51). Programs that are generic in nature can be applied to a variety of

connection situations, but do not account for certa'in aspects of the connection

problem. To refine the analysis, researche¡s have developed other programs to

account for these factors, such as clearance effects, bolt-hole interactions. and non-

linear contact problems.

Several researchers have used va¡ious failure theories to analyze composite

bolted connections. Agarwal (52) used the maximum strain criterion and a modified

ve¡sion of the average stress hypothesis to determine the failu¡e strength and failure
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mode of single-bolted connections.

Soni (53) did not use any failure hypothesis, but compared the maximum

stress at the edge of the bolt hole with the Tsai-wu failu¡e criterion. The location

of the failure along the bolt hole determined what the final failure mode would be.

Although he used a last-ply failure stress to predict the ultimate strength of the

connections, his predictions were relatively conservative.

Garbo, Hong, and Kim (54) used the point st¡ess failure hypothesis and the

maximum strain failure criterion to analyze bolted connections for various cFRp

materials used in helicopter applications.

Lee and chen (55) used the maximum strain failure criterion and accounted

for the stress redistributions with a progressive laminate failure instead of using a

failure hypothesis.

waszczak and cruse (56) developed a sytrthesis procedure for optimizing

single and multi-bolted connections.

York, Wilson, and Pipes (57) used the pipes-Wetherhold-Gillespie modified

point stress failure criterion to predict the net tension strength of composite bolted

connections. Their analysis had shown that the (e/d) ratio had little effect on the

stress distribution along the net section but the ({d) ratio had a pronounced effect.

The stress colcentrations adjacent to the hole were shown to increase with

increasing (w/d) ratios.

The failu¡e strength and failure mode of single-bolted connections in

composite materials was analyzed by Chang, Scott, and Springer (5g) using a
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modified version of the whitney and Nuismer's point stress hypothesis together with

Yamada's criterion for material failure. Failure of the laminate was assumed to

have occurred when the first ply failed. A knowledge of where the laminate failed

with respect to the bolt hole gave insight into the mode of failure, being either

bearing, net tension, or shear-out failure. A parametric study showed that strength

increased with increasing width-to-hole diameter ratios ({d) and with increasing

edge distance-to-hole diameter ratios (e/d). subsequent experimental work on both

single-bolt and double-bolt connections, in series and in parallel, by the same

authors (59) showed that the method was accurate within r\vo of the experimental

results. Based on their analytical work Chang, Scott, and Springer (60) proposed

a simple design procedure which predicted the ultimate load and mode of failu¡e for

connections with more than two bolts through the use of interaction coefficients.

However, the accuracy of predicting the behaviour of these complex connections was

not confirmed by experimental results.

Wong and Matthews (61) noted that in the study of basic problems in

composite behaviour, the through thickness stresses in thin laminates could be

neglected and a two-dimensional analysis was justified. This was especially the case

for bolted connections where the composite was transversely restrained by washers.

using a two dimensional finite element model, they analyzed the maximum strains

at the bolt hole and conducted a parametric study on the effects of width and edge

distance. They showed that with increasing values of the (vd) and (e/d) ratios, the

maximum strains adjacent to the hole boundary became constant at (w/d) and (eid)
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values between 2 to 5.

The effects of bolt f¡iction, clearance, material properties and connection

geometry were studied by Rowlands, Rahman, Wilkinson, and Chiang (62) for both

single and double-bolt connections using a finite element procedure. Their results

showed that bolt friction had little effect on the stresses around the hole, and that

the behaviour of the connections varied little for (w/d) and (e/d) ratios greater than

4. Bolt clearance had a marked effect as the radial stresses increased dramatically

with increased clearance.

Using a general finite element program, Wang and Han (63) tried a more

universal finite element approach to determine the load distribution in multi-bolted

connections. Their analysis showed that there are generally stress interactions

between the bolt holes, and the load distribution among the bolts is not linear.

A th¡ee dimensional finite element procedure was used by Lucking, Hoa, and

sankar (64) to investigate the effect of the (d/t) ratio on the interlaminar stresses

near the hole. Thei¡ results showed that the interlaminar stresses could be

significant.

In light of the complicated stress interactions taking place at the bolt hole.

several researchers have developed finite element programs to account for the

specific prob.lems in dealing with the contact stress analysis.

Dutta (65) developed a program that accounted for the through thickness

effects as well as the pin-to-plate contact problem.

Naik and crews (66) investigated the effect of clearance using an inverse
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CTIAPTER 3 EXPBRIMENTAL PROGRAM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents an experimental program undertaken at the university

of Manitoba to examine the behaviour of bolted connections fabricated from glass

fibre-reinfo¡ced composite material members. specimen configurations, test set-up,

instrumentation and the various parameters considered in this program are

presented in detail. Various coupon specimens used to determine the material

properties are also described.

3.2 MATERIAL

The fibre-reinforced composite material used in this investigation is EXTREN

Flat sheet/ series 500, a pultruded glass fibre sheet produced by the Morrison

Molded Fibre Glass company (MMFG). The composite mate¡ial is orthotropic,

consisting of slmmetrically stacked, alternating layers of identically orientated

unidirectional E-glass roving and randomly oriented E-glass continuous st¡and mat.

The matrix consists of polyester plastic and the fibre content is appronmately 40va.

EXTREN Flat Sheet is produced in the form of l.Zmx2.4 m (4 x g ft.) sheets and

is manufactu¡ed in several different thicknesses. Three thicknesses were used in this

investigation: 9.525 mm (3/8 in.), I2.7 mm (tl? in.), and 19.05 mm (3/4 in.).

29
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3.2.1 Material Properties

To determine the material properties, g0 tension tests, 75 compression tests,

and 95 shear tests were conducted. Each type of test was conducted for all of the

material thicknesses used in this investigation and for various fibre orientations with

respect to the applied load. As mentioned in chapter 2, the principal directions of

the material are designated as: axis-l, parallel to the unidi¡ectional continuous

fibres; axis-2, perpendicular to the unidirectional fibres; and axis-3, in the direction

of the thickness. Several specimens were tested with the l-axis having various

angles, 0, with respect to the axis of the applied load, the X-axis, as show¡ in

Fig. 3.1. The angle á was varied between 0o, where the direction of the

unidi¡ectional fibres coincides with the direction of the applied load, to 90. where

the unidi¡ectional fibres are perpendicular to the applied load.

The in-plane material properties of EXTREN Flat sheet/ se¡ies 500 are given

in Table 3.1 to Table 3.8. The test results and the ranges of the coefficients of

variation given for each of the mate al properties suggest laÌge material variability.

In each case, the principal tensile moduli E,, and Err, the major and minor

Poisson's ratio v,, and v21, the shear modulus Grr, are based on the data measured

from the tension tests. The ultimate tensile strength F," and tensile moduli, E, were

determined for several fibre orientations ranging from 0. to 90" with respect to the

applied load. compressive tests were used to determine the compressive strength

F"" at various fibre orientations witb respect to the applied load. shear tests were

conducted to determine both "interlaminar" and "intralaminar" shear strengths \"
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at various fibre angles. since the coupon testing program was extensive, each type

of test will be discussed individually. coupon dimensions for each test, measured

loads, and statistical evaluations are given in detail in a separate technical report by

the author, Rosner (69).

3.2.2 Tension Tests

Tension tests were conducted according to ASTM Standard D63g.

Dimensions of the tension coupons are given in Fig. 3.2(a). The tension coupons

that were fabricated from the 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) and rz.7 mm (ll2 in.) thick sheets,

were tested using a L30 kN (30,000 lb) Baldwin Testing Machine. Tension coupons

fabricated f¡om the 19.05 mm (3ia in.) thick sheets exceeded the size of the T-grips

of the Baldwin machine, and therefore, \¡/ere tested using a 270 kN (60,000 lb)

RIEHLE Testing Machine.

A MTS Extensometer Model 632.12C-20 with a 50 mm (2 in.) gauge lengrh

was used to measure the strain. Load was measured directly from the test machine.

The load-displacement data were collected on a DATASCAN 7000 data acquisition

system and recorded on a Hewlett-Packard yectra 286 Computer. A JJ

Instruments PL3 Plotter was used to plot the load-extension curve during each test.

copies of the load-extension plots for all tests are given in a separate technical

report by the author, Rosner (69).

Typical stress-strain relationships for the tension coupons are shown in Fig 3.3

to Fig.3'5. The stress-strain behaviour for tension coupons fabricated from the 9,525
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mm (3/8 in.) thick material with the fibre orientations at 0', 45', and 90" with respect

to the applied load are shown in Fig. 3.3. As can be seen, the material behaves non-

linearly up till fracture. The coupons with the 0. fibre o¡ientation have the greatest

tensile strength and stiffness. The coupons with the 90' fibre orientation have the

lowest tensile strength but have a slightly higher stiffness, on average, than the

c4upons with the 45'fibre orientation. Results indicated that the tensile strength

becomes lower as the fibre orientation changes from 0' to 90" with respect to the

applied load, but the tensile modulus seems to be lowest at some intermediate fibre

orientation angle and not at 90". The stress-strain behaviou¡ for the tension

coupons fabricated from the r2.7 mm (llz in.) and the 19.05 mm ela in.) material

are shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 respectively, for the various fibre orientations

tested for tbese thicknesses. Again the behaviour is non-linear. The ultimate tensile

strength is highest for the coupons with a 0'fibre orientation and lowest for those

with a 90" fibre orientation. The tensile modulus for coupons with the fib¡e

orientations ranging from 45" to 90'are fairly close as shown in Fig. 3.4 suggesting

that the value for the lowest tensile modulus occurs in this range. The average

tensile strengths, average elongations, and average tensile moduli are given in Table

3.1 to Table 3.3 respectively, including the number of tests for each material

thickness and fibre orientation considered in the material testing program of this

investigation. In addition, the standard deviations and coefficients of variation for

each material property are also given. Details of the statistical evaluations of the

material properties are given by Rosner (69).
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The measured results indicate that all material properties are consistent

among the three material thicknesses, as given in Table 3.1 to Table 3.3, with one

exception; the average tensile strength and tensile modulus of the 9.525 mm (3/g in.)

thick material at the 0" fibre-orientation tends to be 1.2 times higher than that of

the other two material thicknesses. This discrepancy could be attributed to the size

of the tension coupons. Full size connection tests suggest the tensile strength and

moduli for the 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) material is the same as those for the othe¡ two

thicknesses. Therefore the tensile strength value of F*=166 Mpa (24,100 psi) as

given in Table 3.1, was used for all material thicknesses for the 0'fibre orientation.

It should be noted that the results for two connections, ,'A1', and ,'A2,,, which

consist of members or 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) thick material and have a width of 25.4

mm (1 in.), show higher loads proportional to the higher strength value measured

for the coupon tests for the 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) thick material. since these two

connections are very close in size to the tension coupons which have a width of 12.7

mm (ll2 in.), the tensile strength of F,,=193 MPa (28700 psi) was used for the

analysis of these two connections.

The influence of the fibre orientation is also shown in Table 3.1 to Table 3.3.

The ¡esults indicate that the tensile strength decreases as the fibre orientation

devìates from the direction of the applied load. This phenomenon is not applicable

for the tensile moduli, since the lowest value does not occur at the 90" fibre

orientation but at some intermediate angle between 0' and 90'. This is due to the

fact that the material has a low shear modulus. Mallick (12) provides the range of
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shear modulus values which determine if a material's tensile modulus will be a

minimum at a 90" fibre orientation. These limits are:

(3.1)

Mallick, indicates that if the shear modulus is within these limits, the lowest tensile

modulus will occur at a 90 fibre orientation, otherwise the lowest tensile modulus

will occur at some intermediate angle. It was found that the upper and lower limits

for EXTREN Flat Sheet material were 4.9 Gpa (713,000 psi) and 4.3 Gpa (623,000

psi). The shea¡ modulus was determined to be 4.1 GpA (600,000 psi) and is below

the lower linit. Therefore the lowest tensile modulus occurs between 0" and 90"

fibre orientations as given in Table 3.3.

seven of the 80 tension tests were instrumented with strain gauges to

determine the major and minor poisson Ratios as given in Table 3.4. The strain

gauges used were Micro-Measurements type cEA-06-250uN-350 with a resistance

of 350 *0.37o ohms and a gauge factor of 2.070 +0.58a at z4'c. The gauges were

attached parallel and perpendicular to the applied tensile load on both fiont and

back of the tension coupons as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The arrangement of the strain

gauges is documented in detail by the author, Rosner (69). The poisson Ratios

we¡e determined directly f¡om the strain gauge readings according to AsrM

standard 8L32. T}le strain gauge readings were plotted against the applied load and

the slopes of the lines representing the front and back average of the longitudinal

strains and the front and back average of the transverse strains were determined by

8,, F-,, >C > "
2(l +v,r) - Ir 1@rJEr, , 

" r)
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a regression analysis as shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. The poisson Ratio was taken

as the ratio of the slope of the t¡ansverse readings to the slope of the longitudinal

readings. Typical data obt¿ined for the major and minor poisson Ratios are shown

in Fig 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 respectively. The average poisson Ratios as well as the

standa¡d deviations and coefficients of variation are given in Table 3.4. Graphs

showing the strain gauge data for all seven "gauged" tests are given in the Appendix.

Given the elastic moduli in the two principal material directions Er1, E.r, and

the major Poisson's Ratio v,r, the minor Poisson,s Ratio can be calculated by:

E""
V-. - V.^ ---::¿LtzE

"tt

using the appropriate measured values given in Table 3.3 and rable 3.4, the minor

Poisson's Ratio v, was calculated to be 0.21 for the 9.525 mm (3ig in.) material

which confirms the experimentally determined value given in Table 3.4. Atthough

tbe major Poisson's Ratio listed in Table 3.4 was determined for the 9.525 mm (3/g

in.) thick material, it is assumed to be valid for all thicknesses.

3.23 Shear Modulus Tests

Two methods were used in this investigation to determine the shear modulus

G, for EXTREN Flat Sheel Series 500. The first method utilizes the results of the

tension coupons desc¡ibed in g 3.2.2 . The second method is based on testing of a

special type of off-axis tension coupon designated in this thesis as a "shear modulus

coupon" as given ìn Fig. 3.2(b).

Q.2)
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The fi¡st method uses a stiffness transformation equation to calculate the

shear modulus G,, based on the measured tensile moduli of the tensioD coupon

tests. Given the basic elastic properties in the direction of the principal material

axes l and 2, the tensile modulus, Eo of an angle-ply lamina in which the

unidirectional continuous fibres are at an angle , with the positive di¡ection of the

applied load axis-)Ç as shown in Fig. 3.1, can be computed as follows:

1 - cosag * sinad * ll I _ ,rrr, 
"ro2,E^ 8,,, Er, 4'G,r. E.t ''" -- (3.3)

This equation is a rotational transformation of the basic stiffness matrix for an

orthotropic elastic material. The elastic properties Err, Err, E*', and v, are

measu¡ed ftom the tension tests. For the 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) material it was found

that the shear modulus G, for the 45' fibre orientation case was 3.5 Gpa (506,000

psi). For the 12.7 mm (1,12 in.) material, the shear moduli for the 30., 45., and 60.

fibre orientation cases were 4.2 GPa (612,000 psi), 3.9 Gpa (572,000 psi), and 4.4

GPa (631,000 psi) respectively. Therefo¡e an average shear modulus ftor the 12.7

mm (1,/2 in.) thick material of 4.2 GPa (605,000 psi), was used and assumed ro be

valid for all thicknesses. It should be noted that the magnitude of the shear

modulus G,, is not sensitive to the value of Poisson's Ratio vrr.

In the second method the shear modulus was detennined directþ from the

state of stress and strain of an off-axis tension test. The basic dimensions of the

shea¡ modulus coupon are shown in Fig. 3.2(b). In this test the direction of the

unidirectional fibres was at an angle of 10' with respect to the djrection of the
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applied load axis-X. To determine the state of strain, a 45' strain gauge rosette was

attached at the mid-length of the specimen. The measured strains we¡e used to

determine the state of strain at the principal axes of the material using the Mohr's

circle approach. since both stress and strain states are known, the shear modulus

was determined from the shear sttess-strain graph.

In this investigation two shear-modulus coupons were tested to confirm the

calculations from the tension coupon data. The coupons we¡e fabricated from the

72.7 mm (112 in.) material and had a length of 254 mm (10 in.) and a width of 44.5

mm (1.75 in.). The length to width ratio was large enough to assume that the

extension-shear coupling effect, which occurs for orthotropic materials loaded in a

dìrection other than the principal axes, could be neglected. A strain gauge rosette

was attached at the centre of the coupon as shown in Fig. 3.2 and the readings were

recorded by the same data acquisition system that was used for the tension coupons.

The states of stress and strain were determined for the principal directions of the

material and the shear stress and strain curves were developed for each test as

shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig.3.9. As shown in Fig.3.8 and Fig.3.9, the shea¡ moduli

were found tobe 3.2 GPa (460,000 psi) and 3.0 Gpa (430,000 psi) respectively. The

average 3.1 GPa (445,000 psi) as given in Table 3.5, is somewhat lower than the

average value calculated from the tension coupons. The discrepancy is attfibuted

to the material variability.
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3.2,4 Compression Tests

A total of 75 compression tests were conducted according to ASTM Standa¡d

Dó95. Figure 3.2(c) shows the typical dimensions of a compression coupon. The

length of the coupon was small enough to insure that the compressive sfiength was

not affected by buckling of the specimens. The average compressive strengths as

well as the standard deviations and coefficients of variation fo¡ each material

thick¡ess at fibre orientations of 0' and 90' are given in Table 3.6. For the lZJ mm

(1,2 in.) thick material, the compressive strength is given for various fibre angles

between 0' and 90". It was found that the compressive strength of the 9.525 mm

(3/8 in.) thick specimens for the 0'fibre orientation, was slightly higher those of the

12.7 mm (ll2 in.) and 19.05 mm (3/4 in.) thick specimens. The results confirm that

the compressive strength is reduced as the fibre orientation increases from 0" to 90..

3.2.5 Shear Tests

A total of 95 shear coupons were tested to determine shear strengtb. The

basic dimensions of the shear coupons are shown in Fig. 3.2(d). Sixty tests were

conducted according to ASTM standard D3846 and thirty-five tests were conducted

according to a modified version of this standard. According to ASTM Standards

D3846' a compressive load is applied to the shear specimen to induce a shear failure

in the plane between the notches. shear tests were conducted for all material

thicknesses and at 0'and 90" fiber orientations. The results are given in Table 3.7.

Similarly, it was found that the shear strength of the 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) material was
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higher than those for the 12.7 mm (ll2 in.) and 19.05 mm (3/4 in.) materials. Table

3.7 shows that the shear strength for the 0. fibre orientation F,r, and the shear

strength in the 90" fibre orientation \r, are fairly close in magnitude.

For bolted connecrions in composite materials, the material properties in the

plane of the members, the 1-2 plane, is important for the analysis. According to

ASTM standard D3846 the notches are machined througb the thickness of the

material to produce a shear plane that lies in the 1-2 plane of the material. A stress

analysis, as shown in Fig. 3.10(a), indicates that the measu¡ed shear strength is the

interlaminar shear strength F,,, in the 1-3 plane, when the continuous fibres a¡e at

0'to the applied load, and is the interlaminar shear strength F,,, in the 2-3 plane,

when the fibres are at 90'to the applied load as shown in Fig. 3.10(b). Therefore.

the desired intralaminar shear strength F,12 cannot be determined with the specimen

notches machined in this fashion. This is normally not a problem for a transversely

isotropic material, since F",r=F,rr. However, for a material such as EXTREN Flat

sheet which consists of different layers in the thickness direction and hence has

different properties in the "2" and "3" directions, the above equality is not valid. To

solve this problem, 35 shear coupons were tested with the notches machined through

the width-wise direction of the coupon as opposed to the thick¡ess, as shown in Fig.

3.10(c). These "modified" shear coupons were tested in the same manner as the

previous specimens. Machining the notches through the width-wise direction,

produced a shear plane parallel to the 1-3 material plane. A stress analysis shows

that by shearing through this plane, the strength that is measured is the desired
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intralaminar shear strength F,,r. Table 3.8 lists the results of the "modified" shear

tests. comparing Table 3.7 and 3.8 it can be seen that the intralaminar shear

strength F,r, is approximately 4 times higher than the interlaminar shear strength

F,rr. The "modified" shear coupons that were tested at angles other than 0. did not

fail through the shear plane and therefore their results are inconclusive as noted in

Table 3.8.

A summary of the in-plane material properties for EXTREN Flat Sheet is

given in Table 3.9 for the three thicknesses used in this investigation at fibre

orientations of 0' and 90".

3.3 CONNECTION SPECIMENS

3,3.L Parameters

The four basic geometric parameters studied in this investigation, which

influence the strength and failure mode of a connection, \¡iere the width of the

member, the edge distance, the thickness of the member, and the orientation of the

unidi¡ectional fibres with respect to the applied load.

The effects of the width and the edge distance were effectively described in

terms of dimensionless ratios with respect to the hole diameter. In this investigation

the hole diameter was kept constant at 20.6 mm (13/16 in.) for all of the tested

connections. The width and edge distance were varied to obtain different values fo¡

the width to hole diameter ratio (w/d) and the edge distance to hole diameter ratio

(e/d). The values of the width and edge distance were selected so that different
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failure modes could be induced. The dimensions of the various parameters and

ratios are given in Table 3.10.

To determine the influence of the member's thickness on the behaviour of a

connection, three different thicknesses were used: 9.525 mm (3/g in.), 12.7 mm (1.12

in.), and 19.05 mm Qla in.) as given in Table 3.10. These thicknesses were selected

as typical thicknesses applicable for structural members.

The fou¡th paramete¡, the angle of the unidi¡ectional fibres with respect to

the applied load, can be considered to be partþ a geometrìc parameter and partly

a material parameter. The structu¡al shapes typically used in civil stnrctures are

usually long and slender and therefore are ideally suited to be manufactured by the

pultrusion process. For this reason the principal load bearing fibres are usually

continuous and unidirectional and are oriented in the lengthwise direction of the

member' Random fibre mats are generalry incorporated to provide transverse

strength. unlike aeronautical structu¡al members which tend to be skins and plates

and therefore can utilize multi-angle fibre lay-ups, pultruded structural shapes have

the continuous unidirectional fibres usually oriented only in the lengthwise direction

of the member. since the bolt can bear at any angle with respect to the longitudinal

di¡ection of the member and the unidirectional fibres, it was c¡itical to study the

effects of this variable. In this investigation the r2.7 mm (1.lzin.) thick material was

used to fabricate connections that were tested with the principal unidi¡ectional fibre

layers of the material at 0', 45", and 90" with respect to the applied load. The other

two thicknesses, 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) and 19.05 mm ela \n.), were tesred with the
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unidirectional fibres at 0' to the applied load.

It should be noted that the above parameters are not the only factors that

could influence the behaviour of bolted connections. some of the more notable

ones may include the amount of clearance between the bolt and hole, the amount

of bolt torque or lateral pressure, the size of the washer, and bending effects caused

by single-shear instead of double-shear connections. In this investigation standard

washers with 19 mm (3/4 in.) high strength structural bolts were used. The hole

diameter of the connections was 20.6 mm (13/16 in.) providing a 1.6 mm (1/16 in.)

clearance for the bolt. This clearance was chosen as being typical of what is used

in the field and was kept constant throughout this investigation. The amount of

lateral pressure was also kept constant by tightening the bolt to a constant torque

of 32.5 N-m (2a ftlbs). This value is the recommended maximum inst¿llation

torque for FIBREBOLT Studs and Nuts as given in the EXTREN Design Manual

(70). Although the bolts used in this investigation were high strength steel bolts, the

same installation torque as that recommended for FIBREBOLT was used so that

a comparative study could be made with the different types of fasteners in a

subsequent investigation.

The experimental program consisted of 5 series of tests as shown in Table

3.11. The first series, Series A, included all the connections fabricated from the

9.525 mm (3/8 in.) material with the fibre angle at 0. or parallel to the applied load.

The next three series, B, C, and D consisted of the connections made from the 12.7

mm (72 in.) material with the fibre-load angle at 0., 90., and 45. respectively.
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Series E consisted of the connections fabricated f¡om the 19.05 mm eA in.)

material with the fibre-load angle at 0'. Tbe width and edge distance were varied

in an identical manner for each series producing 20 connection tests for each se¡ies

except for series A for which two tests were repeated giving a total ofzz tests. The

test designations and various geometric dimensions are given for each connection

test in Table 3.11. A total of 102 connectio¡s were tested in this experimental

investigation.

3.3.2 Connection Fabrication

The connections tested in this investigation consisted of rectangular plates that

were cut from the larye 7.2 x 2.4 m (4 x 8 ft.) sheets on a table saw equipped with

a carbide-tipped blade. The plates were cut to the desired width and to a length of

610 mm (24 inches) with an accuracy of -r1 mm (-+ IßZ iîch). The length was

selected to be long enough to avoid the influence of end effects on the behaviour

of the connection and to produce a uniform applied stress at the midJength.

To fabricate the connections that had the unidirectional fibres at 45. and 90.

to the applied load, the plates were laid out and cut at 45" and 90. to the

Iongitudinal or pultruded direction of the sheet.

At the end of the plate, a single bolt hole 20.ó mm (13/16 in.) in diameter was

marked out and drilled in the centre of the plate and at the desired edge distance.

At the far end of the plate, 19 mm (3/4 in.) diameter bolt holes were marked and

drilled to match the hole patterns in the upper steel gripping plate. since the basic
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configuration of the connections consisted of two composite plates, namely plate A

and Plate B as described in g 3.4, both plates were clamped together and drilled

simultaneously to ensu¡e alignment of the holes. Although more accurate methods

exist for fabricating these connections, such as reamed holes instead of drilled holes,

the methods utilized in this investigation more closely resemble what would be used

in the field.

3.4 TEST SET.UP

The connections were originally rested using a 270 kN (60,000 lb) RIEHLE

testing machine. Many of the specimens failed catastrophically and would incur

sudden load drops and displacement increases. It was found that the LVDT used

to measure the load for this particular machine, had a large lag effect and could not

accurately characterize the load drops which would normally occur in fractions of

a second. For this reason, all subsequent tests \¡r'ere preformed using a 1000 kN

(220,000 lb) MTS closed-loop sewo-controlled loading system. In this system the

loads were measured by a load cell which was more accurate in characterizing the

load-displacement behaviour of the connections tested. Tensile load was applied at

a constant stroke rate of 0.01 mm/sec (0.254 inlsec). The connections which were

tested on the RIEHLE machine are marked with an "*,' in Table 3.11.

The test set-up shown in Fig. 3.11 was used to fit the test specimen to the

MTS loading system. The steel grips had a cup and cone shape which were

machined into the bearing plate and bearing nut respectively to allow fo¡ self
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alignment as shown in Fig. 3.11. The steel grips also had several hole patterns to

allow for various sizes of the tested connections. For the tests performed on the

REIHLE machine, the grips were attached through the crossheads in a slightly

different manner.

Ar enlarged schematic of the connection set-up is shown in Fig. 3.12.

Photographs of the set-up are given in Fig. 3.13. The actual connection consisted

of two composites plates: Plate A and Plate B. The steel grips were placed between

the composite plates as shown in Fig. 3.12. The connection under investigation, the

"critical connection", was located at the lower end of the set-up and consisted of a

single-bolt in double-shear. The upper grip consisted of two steel clamping plates

that were used to "sandwich" the composite plates and the upper steel grip as shown

in Fig. 3.12 . The applied tensile load was transferred from the upper grip assembly

to the composite plates through the clamping force and bearing action of two or

four bolts, depending on the widtb of the composite plates.

The two composite plate, double-shear configuration was selected to subject

the composite members to concentrically applied loading and to eliminate bending

effects. Most importantly, this type of "double specimen" arrangement simplified

strain and displacement measurements and allowed direct observation of the various

failure modes.

Throughout the connection set-up, 19 mm Qla in.) diameter ASTM 4325 high

strength structural bolts and washers were used. The specified tensile strength of

the 4325 bolts was 825 MPa (120,000 psi). For the larger connections 19 mm (314
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in.) diameter sAE L9 high strength structural bolts were used. The specified tensile

strength of the SAE L9 bolts was 1240 MPa (180,000 psi). These bolts were used

on connections fabricated from the 19.05 mm (3/a in.) thick material, where the

connection's load capacity exceeded 180 kN (40,000 lb). During the assembly of

each connection specimen, the bolts were carefully cent¡ed in the ove¡sized holes.

In all cases, the bolt lengths were selected to ensure that both composite plates in

each connection intercepted the shank and not the threads of the bolt.

3.5 INSTRUMENTATION

To measure the relative displacement between the lower grip and the

composite plates, one LVDT (Linearly Variable Differential Transducer) was used

on each side of the connection as shown in Fig. 3.12. The LVDT's we¡e mounted

on the lower grip and metal T-shapes were individually clamped to each composite

plate to align the L\{DTs so as to measure the relative slip at the hole centre. The

load was measured by the load cell of the testing machine. The load and the two

displacement readings were recorded by a 4O-channel Hewlett-packard 3490A

Multimeter data acquisition unit and a Hewlett-Packard Vectra 286 Computer.

During each test, a Hewlett-Packa¡d 7044A X-Y Recorder was used to produce an

X-Y plot of the load versus the average displacement. The arrangement of the

instrumentation as well as the loading system is shown in Fig. 3.14.

To measure the stress distribution at the net section, a total of 1.0 connections

were instrumented with strain gauges and are identified in Table 3.11. Tbe strain
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gauges were attached to Member A for each connection. A typical arrangement of

strain gauges is given in Fig. 3.15. The actual strain gauge arrangements for each

connection are documented in a separate technical report by the author, Rosner

(71). To measure strains close to the hole, a special washer was fab¡icated to

provide spaces for the gauges adjacent to the hole. The strain gauges used were

type CEA-06-250UN-350 manufactured by the Micro-Measurements Division of the

Measurements Group Inc. The gauges had a resistance of 350.0 -+0.37a ohms and

a gage factor o12.070 -r0.57o at 24"C. -the strain gauge readings were recorded by

the same system used for the load and displacement data. Most of the connections

selected to be instrumented with strain gauges had an edge distance equal to 101.6

mm (4 in.) and had widths varying from 101.6 mm (4 in.) fo 254 mm (10 in.).

For connections that failed catastrophically, such as in net tension or cleavage

failure, the load reduction and displacement increases took place in f¡actions of a

second. To accurately characterize the load-displacement behaviour during such a

sudden event, a Tektronix 2214 Digital storage oscilloscope was used to record the

Ioad and average displacement. Four connections, as listed in Table 3.11, were

continuously monitored with the oscilloscope at a sampling rate of 16,000 readings

per second. When a sudden failure occurred, the oscilloscope was manually

triggered to "freeze" the load and average displacement information which was then

downloaded to a personal computer for analysis.



Table 3.1 Tensile Strength

Thickness
mm
(in.)

Fib¡e
Orientation

ldes. ì

(3/8)

12.7
(U2)

U

45

90

Number
of

Tests

0

30
45

60
90

19.05
(7 t4\

IU
5

10

Average
lMPa) losi)

10

5

5

5

10

0

90

98 28700
21 17600
01 74700

Total:

66

t4
t7
10

10

10

10

Tensile Strensth

80

Standard Deviation
lMPal lnsiì

24100
16600
17000
15900
16000

56 24100
13 14900

¿t.4 3100
6.2 900
6.7 976
23.6 3430
3.3 485
4.0 s81
4.1 593
8.3 t2l0

Coeff. of
Variation

27.2
5.5

U.IUð

0.051

0.066
0.142
0.029
0.034
0.037
0.076

3950
793

0.164
0.053

oo



Table 3.2 Maximum Tensile Strain

Thickness

mm lin.)
9.J ¿J

(3/8)

Fibre
Orientation

ldes.l

t2.7
(1t2)

U

45

90

Number
of

Tesls

0

30
45

60
90

19.05
(3t4\

IU
5

10

Averagc
(Vo\

Maximum Tensile Strain

10

5

5

5

10
0

90

.6

.7
,)

Standard
Deviation

Total: 80

.6

.4

.6

6

.4

10

10

U.UO

0.06
0.17

Coeff. of
Variation

0.16
0.05

0.08
0.22
0.11

.6

.4

U.U4

0.04
0.14
0.10
0.04
0.05

o.14
0.08

0.16
0.09

0.10

0.07



Table 33 Tensile Modulus

Thickness

mm lin. )

9.5 ¿J

(3/8)

Fibre
Orientation

ldes.)

12.7

(U2)

Number
of

Tests
U

45
90
0

30

45

60
90

19.05
(3t4\

IU
5

10

Average
lGPaì /nsil

10

5

5

5

10
0

90

) ).¿
9.8

10.8

Total:

2.7

1.6

0.5

0.8
o;1

10

10

¿.¿uE +u6
IA28+06
1.568+06

80

Elastic Moduli

r.84E+06
1.688+06
1.52E+06
1.57E+06
1.55E+06

Standard Deviation
lGPal lnsiì

3.1 1.908+06
l.l 1.61E+06

3.1 4.518+05
0.4 6.10E+04
1.2 1.69E+05
7.2

0.8
0.6
1.1

1.1

1.75E+05
1.10E+05
9.328+04
1.538+05
1.54E+05

Coeff. of
Variation

2.4

1.3

U.IUJ

0.043
o 1nR

3.41E+05
1.918+05

0.095
0.066
0.061

0.098
0.099
o.119
0.1,99



Table 3.4 Poisson's Ratios

Thickness

mm (in.)

(3/8)

Fibre
Orientation

lrieq I
U

90

Number
of

Tests
4

J

Average
( Vo\

u.zð
0.21

Standard
Deviation

Poisson's Ratios

U.UI4

0.051

Coeff. of
Variation

U.U)

0.24
Major Poisson's Ratio
Minor Poisson's Ratio



Table 3.5 Shear Modulus

Tension
Coupons

I hrckness= 12.7 mm (1/2 in.)
Fibre Orient.=30, 45, 60 deg.

Thickness

mm (in.)

Fibre
Orientation

ldes.l

u2\

Shear Modulus (Calculated f¡om Tension Cou
Calculated Average
lGPa) losi)

Number
of

Tests
IU

4.¿ óU5000

Shear Modulus (Measured from Shear Moìuluiõõiõõñst

¿

Average
lGPa) lnsi'l

J.t

Standard Deviation
lGPa) fnsi\
u.¿ 30100

445000

pon Resultsl

Standard Deviation
lGPal lnsiì
u.r5 27200

Coeff. of
Variation

U.UJ

Coef f
Variat

ol

U.U4õ

ton

N)



Table 3.6 Compression Strength

Thickness
mm
lin. )

Fibre
Orientation

lrÌerr I

(3/8)
t2.l
(1t2)

U

90

Number
of

Tests

0
30
45

60
90

19.05
(314\

IU
10

Average
(MPal lnsil

10
5

5

5

10
0

90

zt3 30900
r45 2II00

Total:

175
159
159

148
145

10

10

Compression Strensth

75

25400
23000
23000
21500
21000

tst 22700
139 20200

Standard Deviation
(MPa) lpsi)
lJ.ó
t4.t
12.2 1770
6.4 926
7.4 1070
7.4 1070
5.8 834

1910
2040

Coeff. of
Varialion

7.2
8.6

U.UOJð

0.0967
0.0697
0.0403

0.0465

0.0498
o o1q7

1050

1250
0.0463

0.0619



Table 3.7 Inlerlaminar Shear Strength

Thickness
mm
(in. )

Fibre
Orientation

fde.o l
9.) ¿J

l3l8 t

12.7
(1 l?.\

19.05
(3t4\

Number
of

Tests
U

90
0
90
0
90

U

0

Average
lMPal losil

0
0

Total: 60

J ¿.3

37.2

0
0

27.8 4030
24 3480

Inte¡laminar Shear Strensth

27.6 4000
27.9 4050

4ó9U

5390

Standa¡d Deviation
lMPa) fosi)

6.4

2.7
3.8
6.3

3.6
2.4

926
398

Coef f. of
Variation

553
908
522
351

U.IY i U

0.0738
0.1370
o.2610
0.1310
0.0867



Coeff. of
Variation

u.u5)4

0.0547
0.0457
o.1320
0.0211
0.0615

Standard Deviation
lMPal losi )

Intralaminar Shear Strenqth

930

5.1 826
5.3 '164

15.9 2300
2.5 358
'7.4 1070

0.0711

o.4

1r80

Average
(MPa) losil
116 16800

Table 3.8 Intralaminar Shear Strength

104 15100
115 16700
1.20 17400
1t7 17000
120 '17400

8.1

Number
of

Tests

II4 16600

Fibre
Orientation

ldes.)

5

5

5

5

5

Thickness
mm
lin. l

U

0

30

45

60
90

5

Y.J ¿)
(318\

Total, 35

72.7
(U2)

019.05

ßt4\



Table 3.9 Summary of Material Properties

I nlcKness

mm
lin.l

lltlre
Orientation

deg.

v.) ¿J
(3/8)

12.7
(U2)

I enslle
Modulus

GPa
lMsi)

U

90

19.05
(3t4)

IJ.¿
(2.20\

0

I enslle
Strain

Vo

90

0.8
.561

Shear Modulus : 4.2GPa
Major Poisson's Ratio = 0.28

0

)'7
.84)

I enslle
Strength

MPa
losil

I.ó

90

o.7
.ss)(

t.2

3.1

.90)

lyð
128700)

(

1.6

uomp.
Strength

MPa
lnsiì

101
(14700\

1.1

.61)

1

(

.4

166
(24t00\

7.6

ZLJ
1309001

lnter-Shear
Strength

MPa
losi)

110

116000)

1.4

745
121100)

166
(24100\

175
/25400\

3¿.J
(4690\

lntra-shear
Strength

MPa
lnsil

103
(14900)

745
121000)

37.2
15390)

757
(22700\

2'7.8

14030)

I ló.u
(16800)

139
/20200\

24.0
13480ì

27.6
1400tìì

104.0
(15100)

2'7.9

14050)

12t).0
(17400)

1r4.0
1166001

o\



Table 3.10 Experimental Pârameters

Parameter:

Hole Diameter "d": mm

lin)
Thickness "t": mm

(in)

Width "w": mm

(in)
Edge Distance "e": mm

(in)

Fibre Orientation: des

Ratios:

Dimensions:

Width / Hole Dia. lddl

20.6

(131t6)

Edge Distance / Hole Dia. (e/d):

9.525

(3/8)

25.4 38.1

(1) (1.s)

12.7 19.05

(112\ (3t4\

19.05

(0.7s)

38.1

(1.s)

04s90

50.8

t.23

(2)

63.5

(2.s)

r.23 1.85 3.08 4.92 9.85

101.6 152.4

(4) (6)

1.85

101.6

t4)

2.46

2o3.2

l8t

254

110)

4.92 7.38 t2 .J I
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Table 3.11 Experimental Program

Test Pafameter Dimensrons DD (it.): RIEHL Slrâin

Gauges

Oscilli-

scoP€Designation thrcli¡ess'1"

& fibre ânsle mft (in)
eclge dßtance "e"

IDm (in)
Mâchine

Series A
A1

9.525

(3/8)

@ 0 deg.

2s.4 (1) 19.05 t0.75)
A2 203.2 (8)
A3

38.1 (1.5)

38.1 o,5)
63.5

A5 101.6 t4ì
A6

so.8 (2)

38.1 o.5)
ó3.5 2.s)

101.6

A9

101.6 (4)

38.1 (l.s)
410 63.5 (2.s
All 101.6 t4)

^12
2¡3.2 (8)

413

1s2.4 (6)
38.1 (1.:

,414 63.5 (2,5\

415 101.6 (4)
,416

2s4 (10)

1e.0s (0,75)
At7 38.r 1.5)
A18 ó3.5 (2.s)
A.19 101.6 (4\ Yes
A20 203.2 l8)
421 101.6 14) t01.6 (4' Yes Y€s
422 152.4 16\ 101.6 (4) Yes
Senes ts

12.7

(1/2)

@0deg

25.4 (1) 19.05 (0.75)

82 203.2 18)
B3

38.1 (1.s)

38.1 (1.s)
B4 63.5 (2.s\
B5 101.6

B6

50.8 (2)

38.1 (1.5)
B 63.5 (25
l8 I01.6 (4

B9

101.6 (4)

-Ja.l
t1.5'

B10 63.5 (2 S\ Y€s
811 101.6 14)
812 2.03.2 /8\

l3

t52.4 (6)
38.1 (i.5 )

814 63.5 2.5)
815 101.6 (4\
816

2s4 (10)

19.05 (0.75)
817 38.1 1.5

818 63.5 (2.s) Yej
819 101.6 (4) Yes
820 ¿03.2 t8)
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Table 3.11 Experimental Program (cont,d)

Test Paråmerer Dir¡lensions mm fin RIEHLE Strâin

Gåuges

Osci¡li.

scopeDesignatior thickness "t"
& fibre anple

width "w"
ûìm lin)

edg€ disrance "e"

mm lin)
Mâchine

CI

12.7

(1t2)

@ 90 deg.

25.4 O) 19.05 10,75)
c2 203.2

c3
38.1 (r.s)

38.1 r/1.5\

a 63.5

c5 101.6 (4)
C6

50R (2)

38.1

C7 63,5 (2.5)

101.6 (4\
C9

101.6 (4)

38.1

c10 63.5 (2.5

111 l0t.ó Á'
:12 203.2 (8)

tr3
rs2.4 (ó)

38.1 t1.l
:14 63.5
l5 101.6 {4) Yes
cl6

2s4 (10)

r9.u5 (o.7:

t7 38.r (1.s)
c18 63.5 r2,5)
c19 101.6 (4) Yes
c20 203.2 (8)
Jenes lJ
D1

12.1

(1/2)

@ 45 deg

25.4 (1) 19.05 40.751

D2 203.2 lR'
D3

38.1 (1,5)

38.1 (r,:
D4 63.5 t2.5)
D5 101.6 l¿l
D6

50.8 (2)

38.1

D1 63.5 (2.s)
D8 101.6 (4

D9

101.6 (4)

Ja.1 11.5)

D10 ó3.5 (2.s\
D11 101.6 (4\
D12 ¿03.2 l8
D13

1s2.4 (6)

38.1 r.5)
D14 63.5 2.5\
D15 101.6 (4\

L6

254 (10)

19.05 (0.75)
l'7 38. r /r 5\

D18 63,5

D19 101.6 14\

D20 203.2 l8l
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Table 3.11 Experimental Program (cont,d)

Test Parâûeler Ditoensions mm tin.t RIEHLË Strain

Oauges

Oscilìi-

scopeDesrgnâtion lhickness "!"
& fibre ansle mm (in)

edge distance "e"
mm lin)

Måchrne

5enes Il
E1

19.05

(3t4)

@ 0 deg.

o) 19.05 (0.75'
E2 203.2 /Rì
E3

38.1 (1.s)
38.1 (1.5)

E4 63.5 (2.5\
E5 101.6 (4)
E6

s0.8 (2)
38.1 (1.s)

E1 ó3.s (2.5

E8 101.6 (4)
E9

101.ó (4)

38. r

E] 63.5 (2.5\
E11 101.6 14ì Yes
812 203.2 ¡/R\

813

152. (ó)
18.l (1.s)

814 63.5 (2.5
815 101.6 t4) Yes
E1ó

2s4 (10)

I9.05 (0.7s)
Ê17 38.1 t.s)
E18 63.5 (2.5\
El9 10r.6 (4\ Yes
820 203.2 lAì Yes

Total= 102 Connection Tests
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X Applied l-oad Axis

Fìgure 3.1 Load Axes and Princìpal Matedal Axes
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Gauge Længth=50.mm t=9.525,12.7, 19.05 mm

width= 12.7 mm ¡adius=76 mmStrain Gauges

(a) Tension Coupon Dimensions (ASTM D638)

(b) Shear Modulus Coupon Dimensions

Figure 3.2 Marerial Coupon Dimensions

l=I2-7 mm

Rosette

Width=¿14.5 mm



width= 12.7 mm

9.525 mm. . .38.1 mm
12.7 mm.. ..50mm
19.05 mm............ 50mm

(c) Compression Coupon Dimensions (ASTM D695)

Coupon Dimensions:
width= 12.7 mm
Ll=79.5 mm
L2=L3=36.3 mm
IA=6.4mm

thickness =9.525, 12.7,19.05 mm
n!=n?=t 12

Notch width= 1.02 to 1.65 mm

(d) Shear Coupon Dimensions (ASTM D3846)

Figure 3.2 Material Coupon Dimensions (contd)



à

o
(n 80

60

40

20

g
c/)

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 | 7.2 7.4 1.6
Strain (Va)

Figure 3.3 Stress-Strain Cuwes for Material Thickness t=9.525 mm

60

40

20

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 7 7.2 1.4 7.6
Strain (7o)

Figure 3.4 Stress-Strain Curves for Material Thickness f= 12.7 mm
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z
q)

U) 80

60

40

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Strain (Vo)

Figure 3.5 Stress-Strain Curves for Material Thickness t= 19.05 mm

12 16 20 24
Applied Load (kN)

Figure 3.6 Determination of Major Poisson's Ratio

o

(q

v)

c)

Tension Specimen T38-C5-A0-S1

Major Poisson R atio =0.156 I 0.569 -- 0.27

Avg. Long. Strains
Slope=0.s69 (1/kN)

Avg. Trans. Strains
Slope=0.156 (UkN)



Tension Specimen T38-C6-490-S2

Minor Poisson Ratio =0.150/0.7ó6 =0.20

Avg. Long. Strains
Slope --0.766 (l/kN)

Avg. Trans. Strains
Slope =0.150 ( l/kN)

66

2

E

E

O

U)
q)
Þo

OJ

1234567
Applied Ioad (kN)

Figure 3.7 Determination of Mino¡ Poisson's Ratio

0.s 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.s 4 4.5 5
Shear Strain (.001 mm/mm)

Figure 3.8 Shear Stress-strain Graph for Shear Modulus Specimen #1

o
U)

c)

c.f)
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345
Shear Strain (.001 mm/mm)

Figure 3.9 Shea¡ Stress-Strain Graph for Shear Modulus Specimen #2
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(a)

Shear Coupon ASTM D3846
Fib¡e Orientation = 0 deg.
Measured Shear Strength Fs(13).

Shear Coupon ASTM D384ó
Fibre Orientation = 90 deg.
Measured Shear Strength Fs(23).

Modified Shear Coupon
Fibre Orientation = 0deg.
Measu¡ed Shear Strength Fs(12)

(.)

Figure 3.10 Stress Analysis of Shear Coupons



l" Dia. Allen Bolls

l,ower Grip Plate

Piston Head and
t-oad C€ll

7" x1" x Z' PlãLe
(Shown twice for
Âss€robly detail.)

Cup ând Cone

Upper Beåring Plâte

Figure 3.11 I-oad Frame and Gripping Sysrem
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Figure 3.12 Test Set-up



Figure 3.13 Connection Configuration
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Figure 3.14 Instrumentation and Loading System
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Dirnensions : mm

25.4 I2.7 o.+

Figure 3.15 Typical Strain Gauge Arrangement



CIIAPTER 4 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.I TEST R.ESULTS

This chapter presents ihe test results of a total of 102 single-bolted

connections tested in this investigation. The measured ultimate load and mode of

failure for all of the connections tested are summarized in Table 4.1. The ultimate

load is the total capacity of the connection based on the two composite plate

members it is comprised of. The failure mode is also given for each plate member

in the connection.

In Series Ae two connections, Al1 and A15 were repeated and marked A21

and A22 respectively to determine the variability of the results. In general the

failure modes corresponded for both pairs of tests. As given in Table 4.1, the

ultimate load of connections Al l and A21 varied approximately LTva and. the

ultimate load of connections 4L5 and A22 varied by only Svo. The variability of the

tesf results is acceptable, since it is within the range of mate¡ial variability. The

ultimate strengths of connections, when normalized with respect to the thickness of

the material, generally corresponded with one another and confirmed that the

variability of the coDnection test results was within the variability range of the

material properties.
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4.2 FÄILUR.E MODES

Three of the four basic failure modes were observed in this investigation as

shown in Fig. 4.1. The three modes were net-tension failure as shown in Fig. a.1(a),

cleavage failure as shown in Fig. a.1(b), and bearing failure as shown in Fig. 4.1(c).

Net tension failure was characterized by typical fracfure through the net section.

Cleavage failure was characterized by a crack parallel to the applied load

propagating f¡om the end of the plate towards the bolt hole leading to the initiation

of othe¡ cracks near the net section due to the formation of in-plane bending

stresses. Bearing failure was characterized by crushing ofthe material in the vicinity

of the bolt-to-hole interface.

Combinations of the three basic failure modes were also observed. Combined

bearing-net tension failure, bearing-cleavage failure, and cleavage-net tension failure

are shown in Fig. 4.2(a), (b), and (c) respectively.

Due to the high percentage of ra¡dom fibres in the material used in this

investigation, the shearout mode of failure was not observed. This failure mode

required very small edge distances that were impractical.

4.3 LOAD.DISPI-{CEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

A comparison of typical load-displacement relationships for the three basic

modes of failure are shown in Fig. 4.3. The displacement is the average reading of

the two L\¡DT's mounted on either side of the connection. The load is the total

resistance of the two plate members comprising each connection.
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The behaviour showr in Fig. 4.3, reflects a small initial friction resistance

capacity of the connection due ro the applied bolt torque of 32.5 N-m (24 ft-lb).

slipping of the connections occu¡red at the initial loading stage. once the bolt

slipped into bearing, all of the connections behaved linearly. Fig. 4.3 illustrates a

step-function behaviour characterizing the sudden drop in load carryìng capacity for

the net tension and cleavage failure modes. The load drops typically occurred in

two distinct "events" as the two composite plates comprising each connection would

not fracture at the same time. For connections that failed in bearing, the load

reduction occurred gradually as the bolt pulled through the composite plates

simultaneously and the overall behaviour was much more ductile than the other

modes of failure.

Load-displacement curves for the combined failure modes are shown in Fig.

4.4 to Fig. 4.6. The behaviour of a connection that failed in combined bearing-

cleavage is compared to the behaviour of a similar connection that failed in bearing

as shown in Fig. 4.4. The behaviours ofthe two connections are essentially the same

witb the only difference occurring in the poslfailure stages where cleavage failure

occurs for the combined mode reducing the overall ductiìity.

The load-displacement behaviour for a connection that failed in combined

bearing-net tension failu¡e is compared to a connection that failed in net tension as

shown in Fig. 4.5. The behaviour is alnost identical, however, the larger width of

the members used for specimen B12 allowed the connection to gain additional

capacity through bearing before the net tensiotr failure occurred.
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The behaviour of a connection that failed in combined cleavage-net tension

is shown in Fig. 4.ó. As shown in Table 4.1, this combined mode was only observed

for the connections with members having a fibre orientation of 45" with respect to

the applied load. The behaviour is compared to both a pure net tension failure case

and a cleavage failure case for similar connections with the same fibre o¡ientation.

The behaviour of the combined case is located between that of the two basic failure

modes. The increase in the load capacity in comparison to the cleavage case is due

to an increase in the edge distance. The higher load for the net tension case is

again due to an increase in the edge distance.

In most cases, the slippage, which occurred as a result of the bolt being

centred in an oversized bolt hole, had progressed in one step. The load increased

until the friction forces between the composite plates and the washers and the lower

steel grip were overcome, causing the load to plateau and the displacement to

increase as the slippage took place. The slippage was approximately equal to half

the clearance between the bolt and the oversized hole.

In some connection tests the slippage had occurred in two steps as shown in

Fig. 4.7. The first step occurred when the composite plate members, along with the

bolt, slipped with respect to the lower grip plate. Therefore, the slip distance of the

first step was normally equivalent to the small clearance that existed between the

bolt and the hole of the lower steel grip. The second slippage step occurred as the

composite plates slipped with respect to both the lower grip and the bolt, leading

to a larger slip distance approximately equal to half the clea¡ance between the bolt
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and the holes in the composite plates.

catastrophic failure modes, such as net tension and creavage, usually took

place in fractions of a second. This usually meant that the load-displacement

behaviour between the time that the failure was initiated and the time that it

stopped could not be recorded unless a very fast data acquisition system was used.

To accurately characterae such a sudden event, a storage oscilloscope was used to

monìtor the signals from the load and displacement transducers. Figure 4.g

represents the data recorded on the oscilloscope screen. Both the load resistance

and the average displacement readings were ¡ecorded in the same figure with

respect to time. In this case the selected time interval "frozen time" was 1 second.

The vertical axis in Fig. 4.8 represents the ¡esolution of the oscilloscope as the

number of oscilloscope divisions. For the load signal, one level is equal to 1 kN

(224.8lb) and fo¡ the displacement signal, one level equals 0.50g mm (.002 in.). The

failure event is enlarged using a larger time scale as shown in Fig 4.9 where the load

and displacement data are given for a time intewal of 0.1 seconds. The oscillations

in the displacement signal are the result of electronic noise from the displacement

transducers and should be ignored. The damped oscillations in the load signal right

afte¡ the drop in load are a result of the physical response of the load cell to the

fracture impulse and should also be ignored. The failure event occurs as the load

instantly drops a certain amount and the displacement increases over a certain time

interval. These signals can be modelled using linear segments as shown in Fig. 4.10.

using the modelled curves and the conversion factors, the load and displacement
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readings du ring the failure event can be plotted on a load-displacement graph. This

curve can then be superimposed onto the load-displacement graph recorded by the

slower data acquisition system as shown in Fig. 4.11. The L-shaped load-

displacement curve recorded by the oscilloscope is the correct behaviour of a

connection during a catastrophic failure event and is typical of all the connections

tested in this investigation which failed in a sudden manner.

4.4 ULTIMATE STRENGTHS

To analyze the results of the connection tests, the following average ultimate

strengths a¡e defined as:

Ultimate Bearing Strength (4.1)
P.

db"t,(2t)

(4.2)

In Eq.(4.1) and (4.2), P",, is the ultimate failure load, taken as the maximum load

attained during a connection test. The variables w, d, d*,, and t are the member

width, the hole diameter, the bolt diameter and the material thickness of a

connection respectively. since each connection is comprised of two composite

plates, the thickness is multiplied by rwo in Eq.(a.1) and (4.2).

{Jltimate Net Tension Strength - :!-(w-d)(2t)
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4.5 EFFECT OF WIDTH

va¡iation of the width of the members in a connection predominantly

influences the capacity of a connection as well as the corresponding mode of failure.

For connections comprised of membe¡s with a 0'fibre orientation, the ultimate

bearing súength with respect to the width-to-hole-diameter ratio (w/d) is given in

Fig. 4.12 to Fig. 4.14 for Series A, B, and E respectively. For comparative purposes

the same results are given in Fig. 4.15 for all of the above series. The various failu¡e

modes are represented as "NT'' for net tension, "C" for cleavage, and "B,,for bearing

with the combined modes represented by hyphenated lette¡s. The lines inFig.4.l2

to Fig. 4.15 are given for connections with the same edge distance. For connections

with relatively small edge distances, the mode of failure changes fiom net tension

failure to cleavage failure as the (vd) ratio increases. For connections with

relatively large edge distances, the mode of failure changes fiom net tension failu¡e

to bearing failu¡e. Associated with the change in failure mode is an inc¡ease in

bearing strength as the (vd) ratio inc¡eases. The strength increases tend to level

off past (vd)=5 which is within the range of typical values for composite materials

given in chapter 2. The transition between failure modes is not sharply defined as

shown in Fig. 4.12 to Fig. 4.15, since the connections within the transition zones are

influenced by combined modes of failure.

The ultimate net tension strengths for connections with various edge distances

of Series A, B, and E are plotted with respect to the (w/d) ratio in Fig. 4.16 . The

Iines in Fìg. 4.16 represent connections with the same edge distance. The net
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tension strengths of connections with large (w/d) ratios are relatively small compared

to the net tension strengths of connections with small (w/d) ratios. This behaviour

is mainly due to the high magnitude of stress concentrations for members with large

widths. These stress concentratio¡s can be in the order of 4 to 6 as will be

discussed. For the narrow connections, with relatively small (w/d) ratios, the net

stress concentrations are more moderate, in the order of 2 to 3, thereby allowing

higher net tension strengths to be achieved.

4.6 EFFECT OF EDGE DISTANCE

To illustrate the effects of variation in edge distance, the ultimate bearing

strengths of the connections are plotted with respect to the edge-distance-to-hole-

diameter ratio (e/d) in Fig. 4.17 to Fig. 4.19 for Series A, B, and E respecrively. The

results for all three series are combined and shown in Fig. 4.20. The lines in Fig.

4.17 to Fig. 4.20 arc given for connections with the same width. For na¡¡ow

connections, the variation of edge distance has little effect on the failure mode or

ultimate strength as shown in Fig. 4.17 to Fig. 4.20, whe¡e the predominant failure

mode is net tension regardless of the size of the edge distance. However, for wider

connections, the failure mode changes from cleavage failure to bearing failu¡e with

increasing (e/d) ratios. The results indicate that the ultimate bearing strength

increases with an increase in the (e/d) ratio up to a value of (e/d)=S. This value is

within the range of typical values for composite mate¡ials. Again the transition

between failure modes is not sharply defined.
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The ultimate net tension strengths for the connections of Series Au B, and E

are plotted with respect to the (e/d) ratio in Fig. 4.21. The lines in Fig. 4.2L are

given for connections with the same width. With an increasing (e/d) ratio, the

ultimate net tension strengths tend to increase up till a value of (e/d)=5. This

suggests that increasing edge-distances tend to reduce the st¡ess concentrations

associated with net stresses and therefore increase the net tension strength capacity.

4.7 EFFECT OF THICKNESS

For the three material thicknesses used in this investigation, the results

indicate that the member thickness had little effect on the overall behaviour of the

connections. This is demonstrated in Figures 4.15, 4.16,4.20, and 4.27, which show

the results of 0" connections fo¡ all three material thicknesses. The ultimate

strengths of the connections for different thicknesses tend to match within the range

of material variability. The failure modes of connections with the same geometry

but different thicknesses also correspond.

The lateral constraint applied by the washers reduces the influence of the

member thickness on the connection behaviou¡. It seems that high strength

structural bolts tightened to a torque of 32.5 N-m (24 ftJbs) as used in this

investigation, are adequate to remove most of the influence of the material

thickness-
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4,8 EFFECT OF FIBRE ORIENTATION

The influence of fibre orientation on the modes of failure is shor¡n in Fig. 4.22

for connections of the same dimensions. Due to the presence of the unidirectional

fibres at 45' and 90' to the applied load, the typical cleavage failure that had

occurred in connections with a 0" fibre orientation as shown in Fig. 4.22(a), was

suppressed for the corresponding connections that had a fibre orientations of 45.

and 90' to the applied load as shown in Fig. 4.ZZ(b) and (c).

The load-displacement behaviours of the connections in Fig. 4.22 are given in

Fig. 4.23. Although the ultimate loads of the 45" and 90" connections were lower

than their 0o counterparts, the general shape of the load-displacement curves

remained unchanged.

The ultimate bearing strengths of connections with a fibre orientation of 45"

and 90" are plotted with respect to the (/d) ratio in Fig. 4.24 and Fig. 4.25

respectively. The lines represent connections with the same edge distance. As

shown in the figures and in Table 4.l, the predominate mode of failure is net

tension regardless of the connection geometry. only in the extreme ranges of the

geometrical dimensions do the failu¡e modes change to cleavage and bearing. For

large widths and very smalJ edge distances, creavage fa ure occurred and for rarge

widths and large edge distances, bearing failure occu¡red as shown in Fig. 4.24 and

4.25. Tbe 45" case seems to be more susceptible to combined failure modes

suggesting that at this fibre orientation there is a larger interaction between the

stresses corresponding to each basic failure mode.
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The ultimate bearing strengths with respect to the (w/d) ratio of the 45" and

90'fibre o¡ientation connections are compared to the results for the 0'connections

of the same thick¡ess inFig. 4.26. The increases in bearing strength with increasing

(w/d) ratio, begin to level off past (w/d)=5. However, the results suggest that to

achieve bearing failure the (w/d) value must be larger. Figure 4.26 illustrates the

reduction in bearing strength with the change in fibre orientation from 0" to 90".

The results in Fig. 4.26 are given for those edge distances which best reflect the

effects of the fibre orientation. From the ultimate loads given in Table 4.1 it can

be showl that a change in fibre orientation from 0" to 90", reduces the bearing

strength approximately lSVa for the 45" case and 247a for the 90. case. For the

connections with small (w/d) ratios the predominant failure mode was net tension

for all fibre orientations. At higher (w/d) ratios, the predominant failure mode was

either bearing or cleavage failure for the 0'case but ¡emained net tension failure for

the 45' and 90'cases due to their high susceptibility to net tension fiacture, as

shown in Fig. 4.26.

The ultimate bearing strengths for the 45' and 90" connections are plotted

with respect to the (e/d) ratio in Fig. 4.27 and 4.28 respectively. The lines in Fig.

4.27 and 4.28 arc given for connections with constant width. As with the 0"

connections, the bearilg strengths of the 45'and 90o connections tended to increase

with increasing (e/d) ratios up till a value of (e/d)=5. Again the results suggest that

to achieve bearing failure in the 45'and 90" cases the (e/d) ratio must be larger.

The bearing strengths with respect to the (e/d) ratios for the three fibre
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orientations are compared in Fig. 4.29 and Fig. 4.30. The resulrs in Fig. 4.29 and

4.30 arc given for connection widths that best represent the influence of the fibre

orientation. These figures illustrate the difference in failure mode between the 0"

connections and the 45" and 90o connections. Figure 4.29 illustrates that for

intermediate widths, the net tension failu¡e mode is more predominant in the 45"

and 90" cases than the 0' cases which tended to fail in a combined bearing-net

tension mode. Even for very wide connections as shown in Fig. 4.30, the 45' and

90o connections still tended to fail in net tension instead of cleavage or bearing.

4.9 STR"ESS CONCENTR.A.TION FACTORS

Selected specimens, as given in Table 3.11, were instrumented with strain

gauges to determine the effect of the various parameters on the strain and stress

distributions in the directions of the applied load along the net section of the

connections. Since the material behaves nonlinearly, the st¡ess distributions will be

similar but not equal to the strain distributions. For purposes of this investigation

this difference is insignificant. The strain distributions for the various connection

specimens are compared in Fig. 4.31 to Fig. 4.35. The st¡ain concentration factor

is equivalent to the ratio of the measured strain at the bolt hole to the strain of the

member measured at the gross section away from the hole. All of the strain

distributions given in these figures represent the maximum strains recorded before

any strain redistribution along the net section had taken place.

The influence of the connection width on the distribution of strain is shown
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in Fig. 4.31 and Fig. 4.32 lor member thicknesses of 9.252 mm (3/8 in.) and 19.05

mm (3/4 in.) respectively. The figures illustrate that in general, increases in member

width increase the strain concentration factors. This is obvious in the case of the

254 mm (10 in.) wide connections where the strain concentration factor adjacent to

the hole approaches a value of 6, in comparison to the 101.6 mm (4 in.) wide

connections where the strain concentration factor approaches the value of 2. These

results are in agreement with the theoretical deductions of Harrsmith (39). Since

the applied stress at the gross section away from the hole must be reacted by the

bolt, most of the load is resisted by the material in the vicinity of the hole. This is

shown in the 254 mm (10 in.) wide connections, where the strain distributions are

well below unity near the sides of the plate and are essentially zero at the free edge.

The strain distributions confi¡m that the structural efficiencv of a connection is

highly dependent on rhe width of the plate.

The influence of the edge distance on the strain distribution is shown in Fig.

4.33. The connections shown are identical except for the edge distances. The

connection with the 203.2 mm (8 in.) edge distance has lower strain concentrations

than the one with the 101.6 mm (4 in.) edge distance. The larger edge distance

seems to allow the material at the net section to be used more efficiently as the

stresses are not forced to "flow" as close to the bolt hole as in the case of small edge

distance. overall it seems that the edge distance does not have as great an influence

on the strain distributions as the width does.

The effect of the material thickness on the strain distribution seems to be
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negligible as shown in Fig. 3.34. The connections shown are identical except for the

material thickness. The maximum strain concentration facto¡ is in the range of 5

to ó for the three thicknesses.

Fibre orientation has a marked effect on the st¡ains as shown in Fig. 4.35

which gives the distributions for 0' and 90" connections. The strain distrìbution

away from the hole does not seem to be influenced as much as the strain

concentrations near the hole. For connections with the same geometry, the

maximum strain concentration factor adjacent to the hole is approximately ó for the

0' fibre orientation connection and approximately 7.5 for the 90' fibre orientation

connection. The higher st¡ain concentrations coupled with the lower tensile strength

in the direction of the applied load both contribute to the lower ultimate loads

experienced by the "angled" connections.
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Table 4.1 Test Results

Test Pâramerer Dimensions mm tin.): Ulrimate

Load

kN llbs)

Fâilure

Mode

Plare,q' lPhte B

Designatior thickness '1"

& fibre ånsle

width'u/'
mm (in)

edge dislânce "e"

mm (in)

A.1

9.525

(3/8)

@0deg

25.4 o) 19.05 (0.15' 12.2 2750 NT NT
A2 203.2 (8) 14.5 3250 NI NT

38.I o.5)

38.1 14 99ü) N1 NT
63.5 (2.5' 43.8 9850 NT NT

45 I01.ó U 39.4 8850 NT NT

50.8 tzt
38. r (1.5) 55.3 t¿4¿5 Nl'
ó3.5 (2.5\ 57.8 t29 NT NT

\8 101.6 t4l ó1.3 t3715 NT NT
A9

101.6 (4)

38.1 O.5) 69.7, 15550 C
A10 63.5 (2.5) 95.3 21425 B-NT B-NT
All 101.6 r03.0 23150 B,NT
.4.12 203.2 18) 100.5 22.6ú B-NT B-NT
413

152.4 (6)
3a.l t1.5) 67.6 15200 c c

414 ó3.s (2.5) 109 4 u&o c c
A15 101.ó 4) t29.0 29(m B-NT B
416

2s4 (10)

9.05 10.75) 74.9 ó500 c c
A17 34.1 (1.5) 66.1 15000 c c
A18 63_5 12 5ì 113.0 25400 c c
A19 101.ó 14) 116.8 250 B B
}.20 203.2 18\ 113.9 ãó00 B B
A21 101.6 (4) 101.6 14) 9Z.l 201Ul B B-NT
422 s2.4 (6) 101.ó (4) 122.4 21600 B B
5enes E
B1

12.7

(1t2)

@0deg

25.4 (l) 19.05 (0.75 13.3 3000 NT NT
BZ 203.2 t8) 14.9 3350 NT NT
B3

38.r ( 1.5)

34.1 (l.s) 52.3 11750 NT
B4 63.5 (2.5) 60.5 13600 NT NT
B5 101.ó t4) 54.9 12350 NT NT
B6

50.8 (2)

38.I (1.5) 12.9 1ó{00 NT NT
B'l 63.5 (2.5) 75.4 16950 NT NT
B8 101.6 l4l 83.4 18750 NT NT
B9

101.6 (4)

38.1 t.5' 97.5 21925 C c
B10 63.5 (2.5\ 115,1 25870 B-NT B-NT
811 101.6 (4\ 145.0 326co B-NT B,NT
812 203.2 (8) 137.9 31010 B,NT B-NT
113

t52.4 (6)

Ja.t 1.51 95.2 214m c c
Br4 ó3.5 (2.s) 152,6 14300 c c
815 101.6 (4\ 167.2 37ffi B B

T6

2s4 O0)

19.05 t0.75) 3ó.ó 4225 c c
11 38.1 o.s) 101.1 22740 c c

818 63.5 (2.s) 133.9 30r00 c c
819 I01.6 14) 184.1 41400 B-NT B
820 n3.2 (8) 186.0 41810 B B

B-C=CoDbined Bearing.Cle¿v¡ge C-NT=Combined Cleåvage-Ner Tension
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Table 4.1 Test Results (cont'd)

Test Parâmeter Dìmensions mm /in I U¡timate

loåd
KN (lbs)

Failure

Mode

Plare n lPtare B

Designå thickness "t"
lDm fin)

edge disrance "e"

mm linl
)enes (-

cl

12.1

(1/2)

@ 90 deg

(1) 19.05 t0.751 r1.8 50 NT NT
c2 203.2 (8' tt.1 2630 NT NT
c3

38.1 (1.s)

Jð.1 (].5 34.9 7840 NT NT
C4 63.5 (2.5) 2ß.1 6450 NT NT
c5 101.ó (4\ 32.1 7210 NT NT
:6

s0.8 (2)

38.1 57.E t2990 NT
:'l 63.5 (2. 51.2 | 5fi) NT NT
t8 101.6 (4\ ø.9 3690 NT NT
l9

101.6 (4)
38.1 74.8 1720 NT NT

c10 63.5 (2,5\ aLz 8250 NT NT
c11 101.ó (4) I fì6.3 2ß90 NT NT
c12 203.2 (8) t07.7 u210 NT NT
c]3

(ó)
38.1 t1.5 ì 82.8 18620 NT NT

c74 63.5 2.5) 90.3 20300 NT NT
c15 101.6 4 t20.4 27070 NT NT
c16

2s4 (10)

19.05 (0.75) 19.9 8970 c c
cl1 3.q.'l 1.5) u.2 18940 NT NT
c18 63.5 2.5) 114.2 25670 NT NT
:19 t01.6 (4\ 135.8 30530 NT NT
c20 203.2 r8' 165,1 31r2n B B
Series t)
D]

12.7

(1t2)

@ 45 deg.

(i) 19.05 t0.75) I1.4 2570 NT NT
D2 203.2 (8) 11.6 ?ffi NT NT
D3

18.i (1.s)

38.1 (1.s) 4¡J.2 9fJ40 NT
tJ4 ó3.5 (2.5\ 31.0 6915 NT NT
D5 101.6 43.4 9750 NT NT
D6

50.8 (2)

3a.t G 64.9 14590 NT NT
D7 63.5 (2.s) 41.Ê 10750 NT NT
D8 101.6 (4) ó4.0 14390 NT NT
D9

101.6 (4)

Ja.t 79.4 1',7931) NT NT
D10 63.s (2.5) 96.5 21700 NT NT
D1l 101.ó 4) t1ó.9 240 NT NT
ù12 203.2 t8) tæ.7 24670 NT NT
D13

152.4 (6)

18.1 (1.5) 88.9 19990 NI
D14 63.5 (2.5 93.9 211æ NT NT
115 101.6 t4) 143.2 t2794 NT NT
D16

254 (10)

1e.05 (0.75) .3 8150 c L
D17 38.1 t.5) 89.3 zú70 NT C.NT
D18 63.5 (2.5) 1.4 28510 NT NT

I9 101.6 (4) 1.57.6 35440 NT B-NT
D20 203.2 18) 185,6 41730 B B

ensioD

B.C=Combìned Bearing-Cleavage C-NT=Co@bined Cleâvage-Ner Tens¡on
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Table 4,1 Test Results (cont'd)

fârlure Modes: NI=Net lension C=Cle¿vage B=Beari¡g B-NT=C_omtineC Bearing+ter]Iension
B-C=Combined Beáring-Cleavate C-NT=Combined Cleâvage-Net Tension

Test Pârameter Dimensions Em (in.): Ultimâre

t-oad

kN llbsì

Failure

Mode

Plare A lPhre B

thickness "t"
& libre anqle

widrh "w"

mrD (in)
edge disrance "e"

mrD lin)
Je¡es E

ll

19.05

(3t4)

@ 0 cieg

2s.4 (i) r9.0s (0.75) 20.4 4580 NT NT
F.2 203.2 {8) 23.4 5210 NT NT
E3

18.1 (1.5)

38.1 li.5) 76.7 11240 NT NI
t4 ó3.5 (2 4\ 83.9 18870 NT NT
._J 101.6 14) 84.0 r 8490 NT NT
E6

50.8 (2')

18.1 O.s) 106.0 ãag) Nt' N'I
F.',7 63.5 (2.s\ 111.1 2ßn NT NT
E8 101.6 (4) 129.'l 29150 NT NT
E9

101.6 (4)
3E.t t1.51 r33.5 30020 (

810 ó3.5 (2.s) 2ß6.9 46520 B-NT B-C
E11 t01.6 (4\ 224.3 51330 B-NT B-NT
812 ¿03.2 t8l 2.X.1 53080 B B
113

152 (6)

38.1 (1.s) 135,7 JrJ500 c C
El4 ó3.5 (2 5\ 504ó0 B-C B-C

101.6 14) 233.4 52440 B B

zs4 (10)

19.05 (0.75) 45.5 t0240 C c
871 38.1 (1.5) 129.1 29030 c c
818 63.5 (2.s) 233.1 524ú B-C B-C
F.l9 101.6 (4) ¿.66.6 59940 B B
820 203.? (8) 254.1 57130 B B

Total: 102 Connection Tests
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(b)

Figure 4.2 Combined Failure Modes

(c)
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246
Displacement (mm)

Figure 4.3 Typical Load-Displacement Cuwes

2468107274t6
Displacement (mm)

Figure 4.4 Load-Displacement Curve for Bearing-Cleavage Failure

Failures
Specim€n:E9

t=19.05 mn
,{-101.6 mm
e=38.1 mm
A¡g= 0 de8

Specimen:E4
l=19.05 mû
w=38.1 mrÞ
e=63.5 mm
A¡t= 0 deg.

Bearing-Cleavage
Failure

Specimen:814
t=19.05 rûm
w=152.4 mD
e=63.5 mûr
A¡g= 0 deg



Bearing-Net Tension
FailUre Speciû¡en:Bl2

L=72_'l mm
w=101.6 mm
e=203.2 mrh
A¡g= 0 deg'

Net Tension Failure

Specimen:88
t=12.7 mÍ\
w=50.8 mm
e=101.ó mm
A¡g= 0 deg

93

Displacement (mm)

Figure 4.5 Load-Displacement Curve for Bearing-Net Tension Failure

46810t274 16
Displacement (mm)

z

s

tpecrmen:L,lð
t=12.1 f!Ít
w=254 mm
e=63.5 mm
Ang=45 ¿tt'

Cleavage-Net Tension specimen:Dt7
Failure r=12.7 mm

w=254 mm
e=38.1mm
A¡g=45 deg

CleavageFailure specimen:D1ó
r=72.1 mû
w=254 ûm
e=19.05 mm
A¡g=45 deg

Figure 4.6 Load-Displacement Cuwe for Cleavage-Net Tension Fai.lure
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Figure 4.7 Two "Step" Slippage

Sp€cimen:88
l=12.7 mm
w=50.8 dm
e=101.6 Em
A¡g= 0 deg.

Two "step" slippage.
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Figure 4.9 Oscilloscope Data (Expanded Tìme Scale)
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Figure 4.10 Modelled Load & Displacement Curves
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Figure 4.1 1 Corrected Load-Displacement Curve

Inaccurately recorded portion
of load-disp. curve.

Actual behaviour as recorded
by oscilloscope.

Specimen: A7
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Figure 4.14 Bearing Strength vs (wid) Ratio for Test Series E
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Figure 4.15 Bearing Strength vs (wid) Ratio for Test Series A, B, and E
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Figure 4.18 Bearing Strength vs (e/d) Ratio for Test Series B
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Figure 4.19 Bearing Strength vs (e/d) Ratio for Test Series E
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Figure 4.22 Effect of Fib¡e Orientation on Failure Mode

z

e

Specimen 814
Ang=g ¿"t.
Cleavage Failure

Specimen D14
Ang=45 6"t.
Net Tension Failure

Specimen C14
Ang= 99 ¿tt.
Net Tension Failure

Displacement (mm)

Fìgure 4.23 Effect of Fìbre Angle on Load-Displacement Behaviour
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Figure 4.24 Bearing Strength vs (w/d) Ratio for Test Series D

Fibre Orientation: 90 deg.
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except were designated.
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Fìgure 4.25 Bearing Strength vs (w/d) Ratio for Test Series C
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Figure 4.26 Bearing Strength vs (wid) Ratìo for Test Series B, C, and D
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Figure 4.27 Bearing Strength vs (e/d) Ratio for Test Se¡ies D
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Figure 4.28 Bearing Strength vs (eid) Ratio for Test Series C
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Figure 4.30 Bearing Strength vs (e/d) Ratio for Test Series B, C, and D
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Specimen: A2l
t=9.525 mm
w= 101.6 mm
e= 101.6 mm
Ang=0 deg.

Specimen: 422
t=9.525 mrn
w= 152.4 mm
e= 101.6 mm
A¡g=0 deg.

Gauge lncation/Hole Diameter (x/d)

Figure 4-31 Effect of Widrh on SCF for Marerial Thickness r=9.525 mm
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Figure 4.32 Effect of Width on SCF for Material Thickness t=19.05 mm
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Specimen: E19
t= 19.05 mm
w=254 mm
e= 101.6 mm
A¡g=0 deg.

4 5 6

Specimen: E20
t= 19.05 mm
w=254 mm
e=203.2 mm
Ang=g deg.

0
Gauge [.ocation,{Hole Diameter (ld)

Figure 4.33 Effect of Edge Distance on SCF
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Figure 4.34 Effect of Thickness on SCF

Specimen: E19
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w=254 mm
e= 101.6 mm
Ang=6 6"t.



Specimen:819
t=12.7 mm
w=254 mm
e= 101.6 mm
Ang=g deg.

Specimen: C15
t=I2.7 mm
w= 152.4 mm
e= 101.ó mm
A¡tg= Ð deg.

Specimen: C19
t=L2.7 mm
w=254 mm
e= 101.6 mm
A¡tg- 90 deg.
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Figure 4.35 Effect of Fibre Orientation on SCF
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CIIAPTER 5 DESIGN PROCEDURE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses an analytical model proposed to describe the behaviour

of doubìe-shear single-bolted connections in a fibre-reinforced composite material

in terms of the ultimate load capacity and the mode of failure. The model is semi-

empirical, consisting of two basic failure criteria to determine the ultimate capacity

and failure mode of a connection.

The first criterion used in the model describes the net tension failu¡e mode

of the connection. Prediction of the ultimate tensile strength is based on a modified

version of the theory presented by Hart-Smith (39). The theory accounts for the

elastic stress concentrations at a loaded hole in an elastic, isotropic material. For

fibre-reinforced composite material, Hart-Smith introduced a correlation coefficient

which can be de¡ived from experimental tests. This correlation coefficient relates

the elastic stress concentration factor which occurs in elastic materials to that which

occurs in fibre-reinforced composite matedals for a connection of the same

geometry. The correlation coefficient accounts for the composite's orthotropy,

pseudo-yielding capability, heterogeneity, and other factors which influence the

behaviour of a bolted connection. Since the theory is based on elastic isotropic

materials, it can be applied to many material systems and fibre patterns using only

limited test data for the specific composite material. Once the correlation

7t2
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coefficient for a specific system is established, the ultimate net tension load can be

predicted for any geometry.

The second criterion used in the model describes the bearing failure mode of

a bolted connection. Prediction of the ultimate bearing capacìty of a connection is

based on the bearing strength of the material which can be determined from

experimental results. In the proposed model, cleavage failure is treated as a special

type of bearing failure with an inadequate edge distance. Since the shearout mode

of failure was not obtained in the experimental patt of this investigation, it will not

be extensively discussed and will be considered in future reseatch work.

5.2 EFFICIENCY OF THE CONNECTION

The structural efficiency of a bolted connection can be defined as:

Effrciencv - P")'

tw'F,,
(s.1)

where Pu,, is the ultimate load of the connection and t and w are the thickness and

width respectively. F,u is the unnotched tensile strength of the material. Due to the

presence of the hole, the ultimate strength of a member in a bolted connection will

obviously be less than that of a similar member without a hole, and the¡efore the

range of the efficiency will always be between 0 and 1.



1,1,4

5.3 NET TENSION FAILUR-E

The maximum stress, ømax, adjacent to a bolt hole along a net section of a

member subjected to an applied load, P, perpendicular to the net section, can be

determined as follows:

o^*-ku ,P -- 6.2)
rlw _a )

where t, w, and d are the thickness, width and hole diamete¡ of the connection

respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The elastic stress concentration factor, k,",

corresponds to the maximum sttess adjacent to the hole.

The elastic stress concentration factor, k,", for an isotropic, perfectly elastic

material, can be determined using an expression proposed by Hart-Smith (39) as

follows:

k," - 2+(wld_r>_r.rffi, (s.3)

where I is a non-dimensional facto¡ and is a function of the edge distance to width

ratio (e,Âv) as given by:

o-r.s - 
0;s
elw

0-L
for elw<7

for elw>7

(s.4)

Equations (5.3) and (5.4) were developed based on experimental data and

theoretical deductions from seve¡al sources as described in detail by Hart-Smith

(39). Equations (5.3) and (5.4) were derived so as to produce a monotonic function

in terms of the ratios (d,Áv) and (eþ).
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Based on the limited numbe¡ of specimens tested in this program, the test

results suggest that the limiting value of 0=1 when (e,Âx) > 1 in Eq.(5.a) may not be

valid for the material used in this investigation. This is evident from the fact that

the ultimate average net stress ofthe connections tend to increase rvith an increasing

(eÁ¡) ratio even past the value of (e,Áv) = t as shown in Fig. 5.2. Therefore Eq.(s.a)

originally proposed by Hart-Smith is modified for the proposed model in this

investigation to:

For a perfectly elastic material, when the maximum induced stress o.* reaches

the tensile strength of the material F,", net tension failure occurs as the crack

catastrophically propagates through the net section. The failure mode in this case

is brittle and sudden. Therefore by rearranging Eq.(5.2) and replacing the maximum

stress ø-"* by the ultimate tensile strength of the elastic material F,,, the ultimate

load of the connection can be determined as follows:

F
P - -! t{w-d) (s.6)

From Eq.(5.1) and (5.6), the efficiency of the connection can be shown to be:

0 - Ls-!: for 0<etw

Efficiency - { a-aøl

(r.5)

(s.7)
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For a perfectly plastic material where the material can yield extensively before

failure, the st¡ess concentration factor k," could eventually reach unity and Eq.(5.7)

will be reduced to:

Efficiency - (I-dlw) (s.8)

Equations (5.7) and (5.8) are plotted versus the ¡atio (d/w) in Fig. 5.3 for a consrant

value of (e,Áv)=l. It should be noted that values of (d/w) outside the interval 0 to

1 are not possible.

In Fig. 5.3 as (d/w) approaches 1, the member width approaches the size of

the hole diameter, and therefore, the efficiency of the connections will certainly

approach zero for both elastic and plastic materials. By increasing the member

width with respect to the hole diameter, that is, by decreasing the (d/w) ratio, the

efficiencies ìncrease for both types of material. For a perfectly plastic material,

which can yield extensively before failure, the stresses will be uniform at the net

section as shown in Fig. 5.a(a). The stress concentration factor k," is unity and

therefore the efficiency will approach one as the (d/w) ratio approaches zero as

shown in Fig. 5.3. For a perfectly elastic material, the stress cotrcentration factor

at the bolt hole k,", as described by Eq.(5.7), will approach infinity as shown in Fig.

5.4(b). Therefore for a perfectly elastic material the efficiency will approach zero

as the (d/w) ratio approaches zero. The maximum efficiency that could be achieved

for a connection of a perfectly elastic material is 0.21 at (d^¡/)=0.4 as reported by

Hart-Smith (39).

Fibre-¡einfo¡ced composites do not have the yielding capability of a ductile
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metal, and therefore do not behave like a perfectly plastic material. However, since

composite materials still exhibit some stress concentration relief in the form of

marrrx cracking, fibre-matrix debonding, fibre breakage and fibre pull-out, they do

not behave like a perfectly elastic material either. Therefore, the behaviour of

bolted connections in fibre-reinforced composite materials is neither fully plastic nor

fully elastic but somewhere in between as shown in Fig 5.3.

Since bolted connections in fibre-reinforced composites exhibit some stress

redistribution before ultimate failure, the stress concentration factor k,", for isotropic

perfectly elastic materials, is too high for fibre-reinforced composites, and therefore

it predicts an efficiency that is too low. To cor¡elate the two mate¡ials, it has been

reasonably shown that the stress concentration factor in isotropic elastic materials

k,", and those in fibre-reinforced composites k," are linearly related and can be

expressed in terms of a correlation coefficient, c, by the following equation given

by Hart-Smith (39):

(k,"-r) - c(k,"-L)

whe¡e:

(s.e)

O - , t(w-d)
D

(s.10)

F," is the ultimate tensile strength of the composite material in the loaded direction,

and Pu,, is the ultimate load of a composite connection. The term k," is the average

stress concentration factor observed at failure of a bolted connection using

composite material members and k,. is the corresponding elastic stress concentration
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facto¡ of a connection with the same geometry using a perfectly elastic isotropic

material. Computing k," for perfectly elastic isotropic materials, and k," from

Eq.(5'10) based on measured experimental values, the co¡¡elation coefficient c can

be determined for any fibre-reinforced composite matedal using a limited number

of experimental observations. The correlation coefficient, c, accounts for the

composite's orthotropy, pseudo-yielding capability, heterogeneity, clearance effects,

and other factors which affect the behaviour of bolted connections. It should be

noted that the linear relationship in Eq.(5.9) is valid only for the net tension mode

of failure and therefore only experimental results for co¡nections that failed in net

tension should be used to determine the correlation coefficient.

In this investigation three different fibre orientations were used. The

connections were tested with the applied load at 0., 45", and 90. to the

unidirectional fibre layers. The measured ¡esults were used to determine the

correlation coefficient for the 0", 45", and 90'fibre orientations, based on a least

squares regression analysis as shown in Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6, and Fig. 5.7 respectively.

For this analysis, values of the composite stress concentration facto¡ k," were based

on Eq.(5.10) and the values of \" were based on Eq.(5.3) for the same connection

geometry. In these figures the correlation coefficient C represents the slope of the

best-fit-straight line. Due to the nature of Eq.(5.9) the best-fit-curve is constrained

by the point (1,1). The correlation coefficients for the fibre orientations of 0., 45",

and 90' to the applied load were found to be 0.33, 0.21 and 0.25 respectively for

EXTREN Flat sheet/ series 500. The standard errors of the correlation coefficients
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as determined from the regression analysis were 0.0153, 0.096, and 0.0307

respectively. The correlation coefficient for the 45" fibre orientation connections is

the lower than the 90'case, since the lowest tensile modulus occurs approximately

at 45' to the unidi¡ectional fíbres as discussed in Chapter 3.

Using the stress concentration factor k," and Eq.(5.7), the efficiency of a

single-bolted connection in a fibre-reinforced composite can be expressed as:

1

Effrcienot - ' ('l-d/w\
k'

Equation (5.11) can be expressed in terms of C and k," as:

Efficiency - =-l-=--- (t-dlw)
C(k,,-l)+1 '

(s.11)

(s.12)

Consequently, the ultimate load of a single-bolted connection in a composite

material can be determined using Eq.(5.1) as follows:

P r, - Efficicncy. (t.w.F*) (s.13)

Therefore, for a given correlation coefficient C and the tensile strength of a

composite material, the design engineer can predict the u.ltimate "net tension failure"

load of a single-bolt connection, of any geometry using Eq.(5.13).

Equation (5.12) was used to produce a family of failure envelopes in terms of

the connection's efficiency and the ratio (d,Áv) as shown in Fig. 5.8 to Fig. 5.10 for

the thtee fibre orientations used in this investigation. Each envelope in Fig. 5.g to

5.10 is given for a constant (e/d) ratio. As can be seen, the failure envelopes predict

the test ¡esults extremely well. The experimental results indicated in general that
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connection strengths increased by increasing the edge-distance up to a maximum

value of (e/d¡=5 Therefore, the failure envelope corresponding to (eid)=5 is set

as the outermost failure envelope.

5.4 BEARING/CLEAVAGE FAILURE

As (d^Ã,) approaches zero, the connection becomes infinitely wide with respect

to the hole diameter and net tension failure is preceded by bearing failure fo¡

connections with large edge distances and by cleavage or shearout failure for

connections with small edge distances. The ultimate bearing capacity of a

connection is obviously dependent on the bearing strength of the material. using

the results of a full size connections, the bearing strength of a material Fo. can be

determined as:

P.
* t.d..

where d*,, is the diameter of the bolt. The hole diameter, d, used in this

investigation was 20.6 mm (13/16 in.) and the bolt diameter, d6o¡, wÍrs 19 mm (3/4

in.).

The bearing strength of fib¡e-reinforced composite materials can be

determined using a standard test, ASTM Standard D953. However, measured

results could be very consewative compared to the bearing strength of actual full

size connections. Therefore, it is recommended to use full size connections to

determine the actual bearing strength.

(s.14)
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The efficiency of a connection that fails in bearing, can be expressed in terms

of the ratios Fo¡{F,, and d*,,/d as:

(s.1s)

Equation (5.15) is presented in Fig. 5.11 for the case of d=d*,, and various Fof,,

ratios. The term (Fontr,")(du.r,/d) is equivalent to the slope of the lines shown in

Fig. 5.11.

In this investigation it was found that increasing (e/d) ratios did not increase

the bearing stresses appreciably for (e/d)>5 as shown in Fig 4.20 and repeated in

Fig. 5.12. The failure for these connections was predominantly bearing failure,

therefore all connections that had (e/d) >5 were used to determine the material

bearing strength, Fo,, for the three fibre orientations used in this investigation.

Using Eq.(5.15), Fig. 5.13 to Fig.5.15 illustrate the besr-fit lines fo¡ the three fibre

orientations considered using a least squares regression analysis. From the test

results of the connections with the specified bolt diameter to hole diameter ratio,

the bearing strength to tensile strength ratios, Fo¡{F,", were found to be I.84, 2.20,

and Z.l3 for the 0', 45", and 90" fibre orientations respectively. The numerical

values are given for the three fibre orientations in Table 5.1. Using Eq.(5.14), the

average value and standard deviation of the FbÆ," ratios of the specimens with

(e/d)>5 are given in Fig. 5.16 to Fig. 5.18 for the th¡ee fiber orientations. The

average Fon/F," values are 1.95, 2.51, and 2.38 for the 0", 45', and 90" fibre

orientations respectively, As can be seen from Table 5.1 the average value of Fo. as

F. d.. ,1
Effrciency - ù ùrtt 4

Fdw
n¿
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determined from Eq.(5.14) is slightly higher than the least squares value of Fo. as

determined from Eq.(5.15). The large standard deviations as given in Table 5.1 are

possibly due to the large material variability as well as the influence of combined

modes of failure for those connections near the transition zones of the failure

modes. The values obtained by the least squares method based on Eq.(5.15) were

used in this investigation.

It should be noted that for a given (d/w) ratio and for adequate edge

distances, the predominant mode of failure is bearing. With a decreasing (e/d) ratio

the mode of failure tends to change from bearing failure to cleavage failure. In this

investigation it was found that cleavage failure is related to bearing failure by a

simple quadratic expression in terms of the ratio (d/2e). This expression is a

reductiotr factor that relates the efficiency of a connection that would tend to fail

in bearing to the efficiency of a similar connection with a smaller edge distance that

would tend to fail in cleavage and is expressed as:

The quadratic expression was found to be the simplest and fit the measured

data the best. By introducing this reduction factor into Eq.(5.15) an expression that

characterizes both bearing and cleavage failure can be defined as follows:

Cleavage Reduction Factor - t!l'' 2.e'

Effrciencv - F* d*' (r-! \zF* d ' 2.e'

(s.r6)

!
w

(s.17)
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Equation (5.17) satisfies the limiting case as (e/d) approaches co, as the

quadratic term in Eq.(5.17) becomes unity and the efficiency reduces to Eq.(5.15)

given before for bearing failure. Equation (5.17) satisfies the other limiting case

which occurs when (e/d) approaches U2, and the expression predicts zero capacity

of the connection. This is due to the fact that "e", which is measured to the centre

of the bolt hole, cannot be less than half the hole diameter.

The results of this investigation show that for connections with (e/d)>5 the

failure mode is predominantly bearing. Therefore to satisfy this new practical limit,

the cleavage reduction factor should ¡educe to l when (e/d)=5. To accomplish this,

the constants in the cleavage reduction factor must be computed based on the

practical boundary conditions. Equation (5.17) can be rewritten in terms of constant

coefficients as follows:

Efficienry - 2 'r' @-bd ),t!. a e

Therefore to satisfu the upper limit when (e/d)=5.

.b
(o_ 

s 
)

and to satisfy the lower limit when (eld)=112:

d
w

(s.18)

(s.19)

(s.20)(a-?b) - 0
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Solving Eq.(5.19) and (5.20) simultaneously, the two constant coefficients were

found to be: a:10/9 and b=5/9.

Therefore, for (eid)<5 Eq.(5.18) becomes as follows for cleavage failure:

F' d¡"t, ' l0 5 d., dEfficiency - + *" ( -- - - - )' :- for(eld)<S Cleavage (5.21)
F d '9 9e' w'

For (e/d)>5 Eq.(5.13) ,"U;".. to Eq.(5.15) for bearing faiture;

F. d.. ,l
Effrciency - Dr b'JIt q

Fdu) for(eld)>S Bearing 6.22)

Using the least efficiency, the ultimate load of a connection can be determined as:

Pr, - Efficienq (t.w. F,) (s.23)

Equations (5.21) and (5.22) were used to produce a family of failure envelopes

in terms of the efficiency and the ratio (d,Áv) as shown in Fig. 5.19 to Fig. 5.21 for

the three orientations used in this investigation. The various envelopes are given for

constant (e/d) ratios. The curves are in excellent agreement with the measuled

experimental values for both bearing and cleavage modes of failure.

The shear-out mode of failure was not observed in this experimental

investigation due to the presence of a high volume of random fibres in the material

used. However, since shearout and cleavage can be considered types of bearing

failures with inadequate edge distances, it is reasonable to assume that the bebaviour

for cleavage failure discussed here could be applicable to shearout failure which

could occur in other types of composite materials.
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5.5 DESIGN PROCEDUR,E

Superìmposing the failure envelopes of the two failure criteria described

before, one set of design envelopes was developed for each fibre orientation as

show¡ in Fig. 5.22 to Fig. 5.24. Given a particular connection geometry t, w, e, d,

and dborr the efficiency and mode of failure of the connection can be predicted using

the proposed failure envelopes for the corresponding (d/w) and (e/d) ratios and the

given fibre orientation. The efficiency can also be determined using Eq.(5.12) for

net tension failure and Eq.(5.21) or F,q.(5.22) for cleavageþearing failure with the

lowest value of the two failure criteria determining the connection's efficiency and

its corresponding failure mode.

It can be seen that for fibre reinforced composites an optimum value of (d/w)

exists which will produce a maximum connection efficiency. For EXTREN Flat

Sheet/ Series 500 this maximum connection efficiency is approximately 0.4 for

(d/w)=6.3 and (e/d)=5. To prevent a catastrophic failure mode such as net tension,

it may be necessary to increase the width to induce bearing failure and accept a loss

in connection efficiency.

In general for any composite material, the proposed design procedure can be

used by determining the material properties and cor¡elation coefficient

experimentally and by developing failure envelopes similar to the one used in this

investigation to predict the load capacity and the mode of failure.

The measured ultimate loads of the connections tested in this program for the

three fibre orientations are compared to the predicted values obtained from the
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proposed design procedure in Fig.5.25 to Fig. 5.27. The comparison indicates that

most of the data fall close to the 1:1 correspondence line or are on the conservatjve

side.

Table 5.2 lists the percent difference between the measured and predicted

ultimate loads and compares the predicted mode of failure to the observed modes.

As the results indicate, the proposed design procedure predicted the ultimate load

and failure mode of the tested connections with an adequate degree of acß:uracy.

On average, tbe predicted loads we¡e within l07o of the experimentally determined

values. For the 0o connections the correspondence between the predicted and

expedmental failure modes was excellent with only a few discrepancies occurring for

those connections that had failed in a combined failure mode. Since the model is

based on the 0" connections, in terms of failure modes, it could not predict the

suppression of the cleavage failure mode for the 45" and 90" connections as shown

in Table 5.2. Although it had predicted the net tension and bearing failure modes

for those "angled" connections that had the same failure mode as their 0.

counterpa¡ts, it had predicted typical bearing and cleavage failure modes for those

connections in which the "angled" fibre orientation induced a net tension failure.

This is not a major problem as the prediction of failure modes can be empirically

co¡rected for the 45'and 90" cases.

Obviously connections that were tested with the principal fibre direction at 45"

and 90" to the applied load had lower ultimate loads tha¡ their 0'counterparts.

However, due to the lower values of F," in these directions, their efficiencies were
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actually higher than their 0' counterparts as shown in Fig. 5.22 to Fig. 5.24. This

means that the failure envelopes for the 0" case can also be used to predict

conservatively the loads of connections of all fibre orientations considered in this

investigation. This suggests that only one set of design envelopes needs to be used

to predict the connection behaviour regardless of the direction in which the bolt is

bearing with respect to the fibre orientation.

Because the procedure is based on isotropic theory and uses empirical data

to correlate the failu¡e criteria it could be used for a variety of different composite

material systems. The co¡relation coefficient which relates the isotropic theory to

composite materials accounts for material orthotropy, pseudo-yielding capability,

hole size and clearance effects. In some respects the coefficient can be thought of

as a "catch all" factor accounting fo¡ all those effects which complicate the stress

analysis of a loaded bolt-hole. It is therefore reasonable to expect that as the

material systems and connection configutations used by civil engineers become more

standardized, a data base of test results could be developed to allow the design

engineer to "pick and choose" the appropriate "C" value ftom a design code withou t

ever doing a single test. Considering the versatility and simplicity of this design

procedure it is ideal for implementation in future design codes.
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5.6 PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Given a connection made from EXTREN Flat Sheet /Series 500 with the

dimensions w=130 mm, e=40 mm, T=12 mm, d=21 mm, d*,,:19 mm and the

material property Fru= 166 MPa, the structural efficiency can be determined ftom the

envelopes in Fig. 5.22 for (d/w)=O 1g and (eld)-Z and is found to be 0.185.

Consequently the ultimate load P,,, =96¡s¡ency.trv.F," is equal to 48 kN. Since the

failure is located within the straight line portion of the envelope, the failure is a

bearing or cleavage failure. In this case the failure is cleavage, since (e/d)<5.

The same results can be obtained using Eq.(5.12) and (5.21) with a cor¡elation

factor of C=0.33 and Fb.= 1.84 F,,, determined experimentally for this type of

material. The expression for net tension failure Eq.(5.12) gives an effrciency of 0.27

and a Pu,, (net tension)=70 kN while expression (5.21) gives an efficiency of 0.18 and

a P",, (cleavage)=47 kN. Since Eq.(5.21) is critical the failure mode is cleavage.

By increasing the edge distance of the previous connection, the mode of

failure can be changed from cleavage failure to a more desirable bearing failure.

Setting e=110 mm so that (eld¡=5.2, the efficiency can be determined from Fig.

5.22 tobe 0.28 and P",,=72 kN. Since (e/d)>5 the mode of failure will be bearing.

Using Eq.(5.12) and (5.22) the net tension efficiency can be determined to be 0.31

and Pur, (net tension)=80 kN, while the bearing efficiency is found to be 0.27 and

P",, (bearing)=70 kN similar to that obtained from Fig.5.22. Obviously bearing

failure is critical.

If a similar connection is used except with w=40 mm and e=40 mm and thus
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(d/w)=6.53 and (eld)=Z, the efficiency is found ftom Fig. 5.22 tobe 0.32 and hence

the ultimate load is 25.5 kN with the governing mode of failure being net tension.

Using Eq.(5.12) and (5.21),the net tension efficiency is determined to be 0.32 and

P",, (net tension)=25.7 tN, while the bearin /cleavage criterion predicts an efficiency

of 0.59 and a Pu,, (cleavage)=47 kN Thus tbe net tension criterion is critical and

therefore the mode of failure will be net tension.
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Table 5.2 Model Results

Test

D€srgnatior

Experimental

Ultimare [-oâd

kN llbs

Predicred

Ufuimate l-oad

kN (lbs)

Eô rjiff ercr,c.Ê ExpeÉmentâl

Fåilure Mode
,hte A lPkre B

Predìcted

Failu¡e Mode

12.2 2150 t3.2 2963 1.9 NT NT NT
14.5 3250 r3.5 to25 4.9 NT NT NT

A3 44.O 99(X) t1.9 8511 -14.0 NT NT NT
43.8 9850 38.6 8685 11.8 NT NT NT

A5 39.4 8850 39.1 8187 -0.7 NT NT NT
55.3 ru25 58.4 13125 5.ó NT NT NT
57.8 tzvn 6.4 1358ó 4.ó NT t{T NT

A8 61.3 13775 ó1.6 13860 0.ó NT NT NT
A9 69.2 r5550 73.O tu04 5.5 c c c
410 95.3 96.3 27641 1.0 B-NT B-NT c
.4ll 103.0 23150 111.2 24991 8.0 B-NT B.NT B

100.5 22ffi 111.2 24991 10.6 B.NT B.NT B
413 67 _6 15200 73.0 ruo4 1.9 c c c
414 109.4 24ffi 96.1 21641 12.0 c c c
.4.15 129 0 29000 111.2 24991. -13.8 B.NT B B
A16 28.9 6500 24.8 6481. -0.3 c c c
A17 66.1 15ofi) 13.0 16404 9.4 C C c
A18 113.0 254@ %,3 21641 14.8 c c c
{19 116.8 250 171.2 24991 4.8 B B B
\20 113.9 256/.n r11.2 24991 B B B
\21 92.1 20700 111.2 24991 20.'7 B B.NT B
A22 t22.8 2',76n 111.2 u991 -9.5 B B B

B] 13.3 3000 14.8 3318 r0.6 NT NT NT
14.9 3350 15.1 3387 1.1 NT NT NT

B3 52.3 11750 50.5 11348 -3.4 NT NT NT
B4 60.5 13600 51.5 11581 -14.8 NT NT NT
B5 54.9 12350 52.1 r1.116 ,5.1 NT NT NI
B6 16400 77.8 r7500 6.7 NT NT NT
B1 15.4 16950 80_6 t8115 6.9 NT NT NT
l8 83.4 18750 82.2 r8480 -1,4 NT NT NT
B9 91.5 21925 9',7.3 21472 4.2 c c c
810 115.1 25870 l?4.3 2.Æ54 11.5 B.NT B-NT c
811 145.0 12An r44.2 33322 2.2 B,NT B-NT B
Br2 131.9 31010 148.2 33322 1.5 B-NT B.NT B

813 95.2 21400 91.3 2L812 2.2 c c c
814 t52.6 343o() 12,q.1 24854 r5.9 C c c
815 t67.2 37600 144.2 33322 t1.4 B B

B16 .6 38.4 8642 5.1 c c c
81.7 101. i 22144 97.3 21872 3.8 c c c
818 133.9 30100 12ß.3 24454 4.1 C c c
819 184.1 41400 t48.2 33322 -19.5 B-NT B B
820 186.0 41810 lß.2 t3322 -20.3 B B B

B-C=Combined Bea¡int-Cleavage C-NT=Combined Cleâvâge-Ne! Tension
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Table 5.2 Model Results (cont'd)

Test

Designation

Experimentål

Ultimete l-oad
kN llhs

Predicted

Uhimâte Load

kN llbs)

Va Dtllere¡ce Ex?€rimental

Fâilure Mode

'lereA lPlare B

Predicted

Failùre Mode

c1 11.8 2650 10.5 2356 11.1 NT NT NT
c2 11.7 u 10.7 2395 s.9 NT NT NT
C3 34.9 1840 36.3 8162 4.1 NT NT NT
C4 2ß.1 6450 '36.9 8294 2ß.1 NT NT NT
c5 721.0 37.3 4311 16.2 MI NT NT
c6 57.8 t2990 57.1 û435 1.2 NT NT NT
C7 51.2 r1500 58.8 1.3210 t4.9 NT NT NT
ca 60.9 190 597 134þ t.9 NT NT NT
C9 78.8 t7120 14.9 16844 -4.9 NT NI c
c10 81.2 t8250 94.9 222: 21.8 NT NT c
c1r 106.3 23890 114.2 2567 NT NT B
cl2 10'7,',l 24.210 114.2 25661 6.0 NT NT B
c13 82.8 120 74.9 16844 .9.5 NT NT c
cl4 m.3 20300 98.9 222 9.5 NT NT c
cl5 120.4 27010 t14.2 2566'l NT NT B
l1ó 39.9 8970 29.6 6657 -25.4 c c c
^1,7 84.2 18940 74.9 16848 11.0 NT NT c
118 114.2 25610 98.9 -13.4 NT NT c
119 135.8 305æ u4 25661 -15.9 NT NT B
:20 165,1 37Im IL4.? -30.9 B B B
ienes L)

DI 11.4 2570 t 1.5 2592 0.9 NT NT NT
D2 116 26ùJ t 1.7 29 1.1 NT NT NT
D3 40.2 9040 40.2 9045 0.1 NT NT ÑI
D4 31.0 6915 40.8 911',7 NT NT NT
D5 13.4 9750 41.2 9253 -5.1 NT NT NT
D6 64.9 14590 64.0 14384 -r.4 NT NT NT
D7 47.8 10750 ó5.ó 14755 3'1.3 NT NT NT
D8 ó4.0 14390 666 14972 4.0 NT NT NT
D9 79.8 11930 82.0 tu27 2 NT NT c
D10 %.5 211M 108.1 u3æ 12.0 NT NT C

D1t 176.9 262a0 r24.9 2.N12 6.8 NT NT B

D12 1ù9.1 u670 r24.9 24072 13.8 NT NT B
88.9 19990 82.0 tuz'l 7.8 NT NT C

D14 93.9 21100 t08.1 uw NT NT c
D15 143.2 32190 tu.9 2ßO12 .12.A NT NT B

D16 3ó.3 8150 32.4 72.N -10.1 c c c
DI? 89.3 2ú10 82.0 ß421 4.2 NT C-NT c
D18 t.8 24510 108.1 u3t9 .t4.7 NT NT c
D19 ts't.6 35440 lU.9 24472 -20.8 NT B-NT B
D20 t85.6 41130 lU.9 24072 32.7 B B B

enslon

B-C=Combined Bearing-Cleâvâge C-NT=Combìned Cleavage,Net Tension
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Table 5.2 l\fodel Results (cont'd)

¡atlure MoOes: N1=Net lensron C=cleåvåge ts=Be¿nng B-N I=Coúbined tsearing.Net lension
B-C=CoEbined Beåring-Cleavage C-NT=Combined Cleávage-NetTension

Test

Designatio¡

Exp€rimenlal

Ultimate l-oåd

kN (lbs)

Predicted

Ulrinû¿te Load

kN (lbs)

% Differenc€ Experimental

Failure Mode

'bre A lPtale B

Predicred

Fâilure Mode

Ë1 20.4 4580 22.1 49',t'.| 8.7 NT NT NT
E2 23.4 5270 22.6 5080 .3.6 NT NT NT
E3 76.1 17?40 75.7 .1.3 NT NT NT
E4 83.9 18870 7',7.3 t7371 -7.9 NT NT NT
-5 84.0 r 88m 78.2 t1573 1.0 NT NT NT
E6 10ó.0 2ß?Ð 116.8 250 10.2 NT NT NT
E1 117.1 26330 r20.9 27112 1.2 NT NT NT
l8 129.7 29150 123.3 21720 4.9 NT NT NT
E9 133.5 w)2.0 145.9 32809 9.3 c C c
Er0 2M.9 46520 t92.5 432ß2 -1.O B-NT B-C c
Ell 224.3 51330 222.3 49983 2.6 B-NT B-NT B

236.r 53080 222.3 49983 -5.8 B B B

113 t35.7 30500 145.9 32409 7.6 c c c
50460 192.5 432ß2 t4.2 B-C B-C C

233.4 524a0 222.3 49983 -4.8 B B B

45.5 to240 57.7 12963 .6 c c c
129.1 2903É r45.9 32409 13.0 c c c
233.1 52400 r92.5 432ß2 .11.4 B-C B-C C

819 6.6 59940 222.3 49983 -16.6 B B B
E20 254.1 57130 222.3 49983 B B B

Total= 102 Connection Tests
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Figure 5.5 Correlation Coefficient for 0 deg. Connections
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Figure 5.6 Cor¡elation Coefficient for 45 deg. Connections
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Figure 5.7 Correlation Coefficient for 90 deg. Connections
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS

6.1 SUMMÁ.RY

The high strength-to-weight ratio and non-corrosion characteristics of fibre-

reinforced composites makes them extremely att¡active as a structu¡al material.

However, the lack of understanding of the behaviour of advanced composite

materials has limited their acceptance and use. The structural integrity and the

capacity of buildings fabricated f¡om fibre reinforced composite materials are mainly

controlled by the behaviour of the connections. In civil structurar applications,

bolted connections are the most practical, since they are easily assembled and

disassembled, and usually cost-effective when compared to other types of

connections. Therefore an understanding of the behaviour of bolted connections is

necessary for the full potential of this material to be realized in civil structural

applications.

A' experimental program was undertaken at the university of Manitoba to

investigate the behaviou¡ of bolted connections fo¡ fibre-reinforced composite

materials. A total of 102 single-bolt double-lap connections were tested to

determine the effects of various geometric parameters on the ultimate strength and

mode of failure. In addition, an extensive material test program was conducted to

cha¡acterize the material properties and utilize them in the proposed design

procedure.

148
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Based on the experimental results, a mathematical model and a design

procedure are proposed to predict the ultimate load and failure modes of single-bolt

connections in fibre-reinforced composite materials. The model can be applied to

other composite materials through the use of a correlation coefficient which can be

evaluated by limited test data. The procedure is simple and is ideal for

implementation in design codes.

6.2 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the observed and measured behaviour of 102 single-bolt connections,

the following conclusions can be made:

1. Slipping resistance is negligible at rhe specified bolt torque of 32.5 N-m

(2a ftJbs) used in this investigation.

2. connection load-displacement behaviour is linear up to failure regardless

of the modes of failure.

Connections that failed in a catastrophic manner, such as in net tension

and cleavage failure, experienced a sudden drop in load carrying capacity

followed by large displacements represented by a "step', in the load-

displacement curve.

For connections with a 0' fibre orientation (loaded parallel to the

unidirectional fibres), the member width-to-hole-diameter ratio (w/d) had a

significant effect on the mode of failure. For relatively small edge distances

the mode of failure changed from net tension to cleavage failure by

3.

4.
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increasing the (w/d) ratio. For relatively large edge distances the mode of

failure changed from net tension to bearing failure by increasing the (w/d)

ratio.

The bearing strength for connections loaded parallel to the unidi¡ectional

fib¡es inc¡eased with increasing (w/d) ratios up to a limiting value of (w/d):5.

Therefore, a minimum (w/d) ratio of 5 is recommended.

For connections loaded parallel to the unidirectional fib¡es with a

relativeþ narrow width, the mode of failure is net tension failure, regardless

of the magnitude of the edge distance. For relatively wide connections the

mode of failure changed from cleavage to bearing failure with increasing

edge distance-to-hole diameter ratios (e/d).

The bearing strength of connections loaded parallel to the unidi¡ectional

fibres increased with increasing (e/d) ratios up to a limiting value of (eid¡=5.

Therefore, a minimum (e/d) ratio of 5 is recommended.

Increasing the thickness of the members increased the ultimate load

capacity of the connection. It was found that the membe¡ thickness had little

effect on the bearing stresses and the mode of failure. Results suggest that

high strength structural bolts, tightened ro a torque of 32.5 N-m (24 ftJbs)

as used in this investigatìon, were adequate to remove most of the influence

of the material thickness.

Connections with members having fibre orientations of 45. and 90. to the

direction of the applied load tend to be more susceptible to net tension

8.

9.
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failure. Due to the transverse reinforcement of the unidi¡ectional fibres al

angles with respect to the applied load, the cleavage mode of failure was

suppressed. Only at extreme geometric ratios could the cleavage and bearing

modes of failure be induced.

The bearing strengths of connections with membe¡s having fibre

orientations of 45' and 90' to the applied load tend to increase with

increasing (vd) and (e/d) ratios. Similar to the connections with fibre

orientations parallel to the applied load, the strength increases tended to

level off at values of 5 for both the (w/d) and (e/d) ratios. However, to

achieve bearing failure, the results seem to indicate the minimum (w/d) and

(e/d) ratios are larger.

The ultimate strength of connections with fibre o¡ientations of 45" and

90'with respect to the applied load were respectively, lg% and 247o lovtet

than the corresponding connections with a 0" fibre orientation (parallel to the

applied load).

The magnitude of the sttess concentrations along the net section

perpendicular to the applied load a¡e highly influenced by the width of the

connections. The stress concentrations tend to increase with increasing

width. For relatively narrow specimens the stress concentrations adjacent to

the hole are in the order of 2 to 3 and for relatively wide connections are in

the o¡der of 5 to 6. The member width is the dominant geometric variable

affecting the efficiency of a connection.

1.1..

12.
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The effects of connection edge distance and thickness on the stress

concentrations a¡e less than the effect of member widtb. Stress

concentrations tended to decrease with increasing edge distance and were

negligibly affected by the member thickness.

The stress concentrations seemed to increase with change in fibre

orientation from 0' to 90" with respect to the applied load.

The proposed design procedure predicts the ultimate load and failute

mode of the connections with an adequate degree of accuracy. On average,

the predicted loads were within r07o of the experimentally determined values.

For connections with a 0'fibre orientation, parallel to the applied load, the

correspondence between the predicted and experimental modes of failure is

excellent.

Because the procedure is based on isotropic theory and uses empirical

data to correlate the failure criteria it could be used for a varietv of different

composite material systems.

Considering the versatility and simplicity of the proposed design

procedure, it is ideal for implementation in design codes.

15.

1ó.
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6.3 RECOMMENDÀTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

1. The parametric study conducted in this investigation could be repeated,

except with intermediate values of the geometric dimensions with respect to

the ones selected in this investigation.

2. The parametric study may be extended to include more connections that

fall within the transition zones of the va¡ious failure modes to studv the

behaviour of combined failure.

Tbe parametric study may be extended to include the effects of other

parameters such as hole diameter, bolt diameter, clearance, bolt stiffness,

clamping force, and envi¡onmental effects.

The study of stress and strain dist¡ibutions may be extended to include

the instrumentation of strain gauges to narrow connections, with a width less

than 100 mm (4 in.). Strain gauges may be placed at locations other than the

net section to record maximu m radial strains in the bearing area around the

hole and the maximum tensile strains that occur at the free edge of the

connections where cleavage cracks initiate.

To help characterize the behaviour of beam-column connections, tests

may be conducted to investigate the effects of prying action and the bolt

pulling through the thickness direction of the material.

The experirnental program may be extended to include multi-bolt

connections and effects of such factors as number of bolts pet row, number

of bolts per column, bolt pattern, load bearing/bypass ratios, and stress field

6.
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interactions between bolt holes.

7. Combined bolted and bonded connections may be investigated to study

the general behaviour as well as the load sharing between the bolts and the

adhesive.
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Figure A1 Determination of Major Poisson Ratio (Specimen #1)
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Figure A2 Dete¡mination of Major Poisson's Ratio (Specimen #2)
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Figure A4 Determinarion of Major poisson's Ratio (Specimen #4)
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Figure A3 Determination of Major Poisson's Ratio (Specimen #3)
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Figure A5 Determination of Minor Poisson's Ratio (Specimen #1)
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Figure A6 Determination of Minor Poisson's Ratio (Specimen #2)
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Figure A7 Determination of Minor Poisson's Ratio (Specimen #3)


